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Abstract

Small catalytic RNAs (ribozymes) are a class of RNAs less than 200 nucleotides in length, which are able to catalyze both cleavage and subsequent re-ligation of their own phosphodiester backbones. Cleavage results in formation of 2’,3’ cyclic phosphate and 5’ hydroxyl termini. There are five naturally occurring members of this group: the hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme, the hairpin ribozyme, the hammerhead ribozyme, the Varkud Satellite (VS) ribozyme, and the glmS ribozyme. All of these RNAs employ a distinct active site fold and combination of mechanisms to perform their chemical function. Despite extensive biochemical and structural characterization, the structural requirements of catalysis for the HDV and hairpin ribozymes have not been ascertained. The work in this thesis interrogates the conformational dynamics of these ribozymes to provide deeper insight into their structure-function relationships. In Chapter 2, we utilize a combination of ensemble fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to outline a portion of the free energy folding pathway of the HDV ribozyme, rationalizing all extant crystal structures. Our MD simulations in Chapter 3 define specific structural roles for the two GU wobble pairs in the HDV ribozyme active site through mutational analysis. We show in Chapter 4, with the aid of newly developed constant pH MD simulations for nucleic acids, that experimental pKₐ measurements of an active site residue in the hairpin ribozyme reflect a minor conformational population. Taken together, the results in this thesis reveal the complex network of noncovalent interactions within the HDV and hairpin ribozymes that can have either favor or disfavor catalysis. Our results thus provide
insights into the function of these two catalytic RNAs through interrogations of their structural dynamics. Such knowledge consequently provides a deeper understanding of catalytic RNAs, and all non-coding RNAs in general. A thorough knowledge of these complex biomolecules is of growing importance given the increasing recognition of the crucial roles played by RNA in all three domains of life.
Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION: THE IMPORTANCE AND UBIQUITY OF RNA

1.1 Beyond central dogma

The central dogma of molecular biology describes the progression of information during the propagation of life: DNA is used as a template to transcribe RNA, which is then translated into protein. Proteins consequently fulfill all structural and catalytic roles required for cell birth, growth and death. This progression, formally published by Francis Crick in 1970, describes what he termed “general transfers”, at the time believed to occur in all cells (Fig. 1.1, black arrows). He also summarized a few “special transfers” (Fig. 1.1, blue arrows) in this work, some of whose existence had been supported by the discovery that many viruses use RNA as their genetic material. The “special transfers” involving RNA required catalytic ability in this biomolecule, which was not observed until the 1980’s. Ribonuclease P (RNaseP) and the Tetrahymena group I intron were the first two RNAs discovered that are able to facilitate chemical reactions. The discovery of RNase P as a ribozyme in its ability to process tRNAs for protein translation expanded the catalytic repertoire of RNA. The Tetrahymena intron further enhanced this catalytic ability by mimicking the behavior of transposable elements: it self-splices from the rRNA of the Tetrahymena. The discovery of these two “ribozymes” thus provided the potential for RNA to function beyond the limitations of its four bases, while still being a vessel for genetic information. With the discovery of catalytic and transposable abilities in RNA, the “RNA World” hypothesis was
Figure 1.1 The central dogma of molecular biology.

Adapter from ¹
Since then, catalytic RNAs have been discovered in all sizes and a plethora of contexts.\textsuperscript{5, 6}

\section*{1.2 Catalytic strategies of RNA enzymes}

Since the discovery of RNase P and the \textit{Tetrahymena} group I intron, catalytic RNAs have been found to catalyze a variety of reactions in a wide array of sizes.\textsuperscript{5, 6} The catalytic power of large ribonucleoprotein complexes such as the ribosome and spliceosome have been proven to be due to their RNA components.\textsuperscript{5, 6} The reactions catalyzed by both RNase P and the group I intron, the later of which is considered a ribozyme of intermediate size,\textsuperscript{7, 8} have been shown to be metal-dependent. Smallest of all, the autolytic ribozymes catalyze site-specific cleavage of their own phosphodiester backbones primarily through the use of nucleobases.\textsuperscript{5-8}

The ribosome, one of the largest ribozymes, catalyzes a very specific reaction (Fig. 1.2a).\textsuperscript{6} Its role in the formation of peptide bonds is distinct from the phosphoryl transfers of other ribozymes, and results in elongation of nascent polypeptide chains. The amino acids required for polypeptide chain lengthening are brought to the ribosome by charged tRNAs, to which the amino acids are covalently linked.\textsuperscript{6} The A( aminoacyl)-site tRNA molecule is aminoacylated on the 3’ hydroxyl of the terminal A76, as is the tRNA carrying the growing peptide chain in the P(peptidyl)-site. Peptide bond formation occurs when the $\alpha$ amino group lone pair of the A-site tRNA’s amino acid attacks the C-terminal carbonyl group of the growing peptide. This attack effectively transfers the growing peptide chain from the P-site tRNA to the A-site tRNA, one of the steps which allows a new aminoacylated tRNA to enter the A-site.\textsuperscript{6}
Figure 1.2 Diverse mechanisms of catalytic RNA.

(a) Mechanism of ribosomal peptide synthesis. (b) The second step of splicing in the *Tetrahymena* group I self-splicing intron. (c) Putative cleavage reaction in the *glmS* ribozyme. (d) Mechanism for general acid-base catalysis in the HDV and hairpin ribozymes, the focus of this thesis. Adapted from 6
Self-splicing group I introns, ribozymes of a more moderate size, have been especially interesting due to their mimicry of transposable element dynamics; they excise themselves from mRNA in a two-step mechanism. In the *Tetrahymena* group I intron, the first step consists of a nucleophilic attack in *trans* by guanine at the intron’s 5’ splice site. In the second step (Fig. 1.2b), the intron is freed upon a second attack, that of the 5’ exon at the 3’ splice site. This step ultimately results in the ligation of the two exons. Structures of the *Tetrahymena* group I intron have illustrated two metal ions close to the cleavage site, both coordinated to five ligands each during the second step of splicing. As initially hypothesized by Steitz and Steitz, one metal ion activates the 3’ attacking hydroxyl of the exon, while the second metal ion activates the leaving group.

These findings lead to the hypothesis that all ribozymes are obligate metalloenzymes. Further information obtained on the class of smallest catalytic RNA (ribozymes) proved this hypothesis to be false. A unique method of catalysis employed by a ribozyme is that of the *glmS* ribozyme. This ribozyme is also a riboswitch, in that it undergoes conformational change due to the binding of its ligand, glucosamine-6-phosphate (GlcN6P). The *glmS* ribozyme occurs in the 5’ untranslated region of the mRNA that codes the enzyme responsible for the synthesis of this small biomolecule, glucosamine-6-phosphate synthetase. The conformational change that occurs upon GlcN6P binding enables the *glmS* ribozyme to cleave its mRNA and downregulate production of GlcN6P. This small catalytic RNA adopts a double-nested pseudoknot conformation to carry out its function. Crystal structures of the *glmS* ribozyme indicate that the position of bound GlcN6P may enable it to aid in catalysis, potentially as a general acid to facilitate the leaving of the 5’ hydroxyl leaving group (Fig. 1.2c). Bound GlcN6P may thus serve as a cofactor in *glmS* ribozyme cleavage,
similar to the roles that protein cofactors play. This recently implicated method of ribozyme catalysis further broadens the repertoire of strategies available to RNA to catalyze chemical reactions.

Although unique, the glmS ribozyme’s catalytic strategy is not the only one employed by small catalytic RNA. The group is composed of four other naturally occurring members: the Hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme, the hairpin ribozyme, the hammerhead ribozyme, and the Varkud Satellite (VS) ribozyme. These RNAs, < 200 nucleotides in length, facilitate site-specific autolytic cleavage into 2’3’ cyclic phosphate and 5’ hydroxyl termini. They adopt a wide variety of conformations and a few discrete methods to carry out site-specific cleavage, as discussed briefly for the glmS ribozyme (see above). In contrast to this ribozyme’s potential for cofactor-mediated general acid-base catalysis, biochemical and structural data have indicated that the HDV and hairpin ribozymes, the focus of this thesis, employ general acid-base catalysis believed to be facilitated by their own endogenous nucleobases. In the HDV ribozyme, C75 (Fig. 1.3c) is believed to be the catalytic nucleotide that acts either as a general acid or a general base in catalysis (either AH+ or :B in Fig. 1.2d; discussed further in section 1.3.1). There are several candidates for general acids and bases in the hairpin ribozyme active site (Fig. 1.3f). A38 has been implicated as the general acid (AH+ in Fig. 1.2d), while G8 and the nonbridging oxygens of the scissile phosphate have been implicated as the general base (:B in Fig. 1.2d). Alternatively, both A38 and the nonbridging oxygens have been implied as proton shuttles (i.e., both AH+ and :B in Fig. 1.2d). Both the HDV and hairpin ribozymes are “cis-acting” (catalytic nucleotide and scissile phosphate on the same strand) in vivo. However, characterization of
both ribozymes has been carried out in trans to probe their therapeutic utility and to elucidate their structure function relationships.\textsuperscript{38-41}

1.3 Tertiary structures of the hepatitis delta virus and hairpin ribozymes

1.3.1 The hepatitis delta virus ribozyme

The hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozymes are housed within the 1.7 kb genome of the hepatitis delta virus.\textsuperscript{35} The virus is a negative-strand RNA virus that is only able to co-infect or super-infect hosts already infected with hepatitis B.\textsuperscript{36} The resulting exacerbation of symptoms causes liver cirrhosis and hepatosarcoma among other chronic effects. The virus replicates via double rolling circle replication, resulting in generation of complementary multimeric genomic and antigenomic RNA pairs.\textsuperscript{35, 36} These multimers are cleaved into monomers due to action of the genomic and antigenomic ribozymes. Ligation occurs through an as-yet unknown mechanism, and these RNAs are converted to DNAs for viral replication using the host’s machinery.\textsuperscript{35, 36} Although no HDV ribozymes have ever been observed to re-ligate their cleavage products, this is also a necessary step that must be catalyzed by the ribozyme in order for viral replication to continue.\textsuperscript{35, 36} The reverse transcription of the re-ligated viral RNA to DNA is likely coordinated through the action of a converted RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, assumed to be commandeered by the virus from the host.

The genomic and antigenomic HDV ribozymes are thus responsible for a crucial step in viral replication. They adopt a complex double-nested pseudoknot in order to accomplish their cleavage goals (Fig. 1.3a-c). The psuedoknots are composed of 5 helices, P1-P4 and P1.1, which form two coaxial stacks (P2 \mid P3 and P1 \mid P1.1 \mid P4). Several specialized motifs stabilize this structure, such as a pair of A-minor motifs above and a C41 quadruple interaction below the active site.\textsuperscript{11, 12, 42} The active site itself contains two G:U wobble pairs,
Figure 1.3 Secondary and tertiary structures of the ribozymes discussed in this thesis.

Secondary structure (a), tertiary structure (b) and active site close-up (c) of the latest precursor of the HDV ribozyme. Helices are denoted with distinct colors in panels (a) and (b), that are reflected in the carbons in panel (c). Secondary structure (d), tertiary structure (e), and active site close-up (f) of the junctionless hairpin ribozyme. Individual strands are denoted in distinct colors in panels (d) and (e), and are reflected in the carbons in panels (e) and (f). Atom colors are as follows in panels (c) and (e): nitrogens are in blue, oxygens are in red, hydrogens are in white, and phosphorus is in orange. The blue arrows in all panels denote the scissile phosphorus.
most recently believed to be a *cis* and *trans* wobble, which each lend their unique metal binding capabilities in support of catalysis. Although active in a variety of monovalent and divalent ions, the HDV ribozymes show optimal activity in magnesium ions, which are also necessary for proper folding.\textsuperscript{35} This complex tertiary structure forms a deep electronegative active site cleft, and enables the catalytic C75 (in the genomic ribozyme and C76 in the antigenomic form) to come within close proximity to the scissile phosphate.\textsuperscript{10-12} Cleavage has been shown to proceed through a general acid-base mechanism, with C75 believed to act as either the general acid or the general base.\textsuperscript{20, 21}

**1.3.2 The hairpin ribozyme**

The hairpin ribozyme was initially discovered in the negative strand of a satellite RNA of the tobacco ringspot virus.\textsuperscript{37} Unlike the HDV ribozyme, both cleavage and ligation reactions have been observed in this ribozyme.\textsuperscript{37} Its tertiary structure has proven to be simpler than that of the HDV ribozyme, although it catalyzes the same site-specific cleavage transesterification reaction.\textsuperscript{7, 8, 43} In its most basic form, the ribozyme consists of two stem-loops, either connected by linkers or separate (Fig. 1.3d-f).\textsuperscript{38, 39, 41} Loop A contains the cleavage site and the G8, A9 and A10 nucleotides that have been shown to enhance catalysis.\textsuperscript{28, 29, 31, 44} Loop B contains the A38 nucleotide, also shown to play an indispensable role in catalysis.\textsuperscript{45} Catalysis occurs when loops A docks onto loop B, forming a series of complex tertiary interactions that are crucial for optimal activity (Fig. 1.3e,f): a ribose zipper, and binding pockets for the G+1 and U42 nucleotides.\textsuperscript{46-48}
1.4 Elucidation of ribozyme catalysis using both structural and functional data

1.4.1 Functional hypotheses from HDV ribozyme structures

Despite the differences in geometric complexity of the HDV and hairpin ribozymes, they are both believed to undergo general acid-base catalysis during cleavage. The first crystal structure of the HDV ribozyme, a product, resolved C75 within close proximity to the G1(O5’) leaving group, leading to the hypothesis of C75 acting as a general base in the forward cleavage reaction. Initial imidazole rescue experiments and later molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) corroborated this theory, but a large body of work also countered it or provided ambiguous data.

Assessment of C75 C-NMR signals in the product ribozyme indicated no significant increase over pK$_a$ of free cytosine base, but did not rule out the possibility that C75’s pK$_a$ could be elevated in the transition state. Subsequently, the structure for a precursor HDV ribozyme was solved, which positioned the catalytic nucleotide at equal distances from the U-1 hydroxyl and the G1 5’ leaving group. Additional pH-rate profiles and phosphorothioate experiments supported a general acid role for C75, further supported by Raman crystallography measurements indicating anticooperative behavior between an active site magnesium and protonated C75. The latest precursor reveals a more product-like global conformation and C75 resolved near the oxygen of the G1 5’ hydroxyl, poised to act as the general acid (Fig. 1.3c). Thus, structural data on the HDV ribozyme presents conflicting hypotheses regarding its mechanism of cleavage, underscoring the need for further tests to elucidate all aspects of its function.
1.4.2 The effects of multiple hairpin ribozyme structures on theories for catalysis

The first docked crystal structures of the hairpin ribozyme were not solved until 2001,\textsuperscript{14,15} and were consequently able to deepen understanding of functional studies. Early studies showed that the hairpin ribozyme utilized an ion-independent mechanism of catalysis,\textsuperscript{51,52} which was confirmed by the lack of ions, as well as water, in the aforementioned structures. These studies also revealed that the cleavage mechanism was pH-dependent, which could be at least partially explained by the structure of transition state mimics.\textsuperscript{15} A38 was resolved near the G+1 5’ hydroxyl group, implying that its pK\textsubscript{a} is shifted enough in the transition state to be protonated, potentially also enabling A38 to act as a general acid in catalysis. This observation validated previous results showing a heightened pK\textsubscript{a}\textsuperscript{25,53} and an essential role in catalysis\textsuperscript{24,45} for A38, although the specific nature of that role was not ascertained.

Additionally, all these structure\textsuperscript{14,15} show that G8 may act as a hydrogen bond donor to the U-1 2’ hydroxyl, consistent with experimental observations that the N1 position of guanine is protonated throughout the cleavage reaction.\textsuperscript{28,29,31} However, the latter study still proposed several potential roles for a protonated G8 in the active site, leaving its role unclear as well. Subsequent crystal structures containing variants at both the G8 and A38 positions attempted to further elucidate their roles in catalysis.\textsuperscript{13,16,26,54} Variants at both positions exhibited increased dynamics in the active site, but were not able to distinguish between the different hypothetical pathways employed by the protonated forms of the bases.

Later computational studies sought to further reconcile experimental data, but resulted in the formation of new mechanistic hypotheses. MD simulations suggested the potential of A38 to act as a general base as well as the possibility of its role as a proton shuttle.\textsuperscript{55,32} The former studies found, however, that a canonical G8 and protonated A38 were
most consistent with the crystal structure data available at the time. QM/MM studies explored the possibility of nonbridging oxygens to act as proton shuttles as well. Thus, despite a wealth of structural data to rationalize mechanistic studies, several plausible hypotheses still persist regarding the cleavage mechanism of the hairpin ribozyme.

1.5 Using Structure to Elucidate Ribozyme Function

Despite the considerable amount of work conducted on both the HDV and hairpin ribozymes, no universal theories on their method of catalysis exist (as outlined in the previous section). Building upon the long history of structure-function studies upon ribozymes, the work in this thesis seeks to deepen the understanding of ribozyme catalysis using structural methods of interrogation. The results outlined herein provide detailed representations of global and local conformational changes surrounding catalysis in the HDV ribozyme, as well as structural effects on the pKₐ values of hairpin ribozyme active site residues.

1.5.1 The power of synergy: experimental and computational methods in concert

Our group has previously demonstrated the combined power experimental and computational methods to study structure-function relationships in ribozymes. We have been able to strengthen our hypotheses and results by providing atomic resolution to RNA footprinting and cleavage data, while investigating the real-world effects implied by our observations from MD simulations. We take further advantage of this strategy in Chapter 2, to elucidate potential catalytic pathways of the HDV ribozyme along its free energy landscape. Our experiments utilize ensemble fluorescence resonant energy transfer (FRET), a powerful distance-dependent technique that allows us to monitor global conformational change in a variety of HDV ribozymes during catalysis. Additionally, we synergistically use MD
simulations to study local conformational changes of the HDV ribozyme active site surrounding the cleavage event.

1.5.2 Computational methods for understanding ribozyme active site dynamics

MD simulations are useful for providing a window into the rapid, small-scale dynamics of a molecule not easily accessible by experimental techniques.\textsuperscript{60-62} These all-atom simulations depend on a high-resolution NMR or crystal structure and an empirical molecular mechanical force field.\textsuperscript{63} Our group has used these simulations to gain insight into conformational dynamics of RNA that underlie experimentally measurable behaviors.\textsuperscript{32, 49, 55, 57-59, 62, 64-66}

Although computational description of RNA has proved challenging, due, in large part to its high conformational flexibility, special attention in recent years has been given to reducing force field artifacts.\textsuperscript{67} Thus, in Chapter 3, we use MD simulations, using these latest force field modifications,\textsuperscript{63, 67} to investigate the effects of active site GU wobbles on catalytic fitness of the HDV ribozyme.

Despite the great utility of MD simulations, sampling of different protonation states within a single simulation is not possible. However, a free energy perturbation (FEP) technique has been recently developed and tested on ionizable nucleic acids.\textsuperscript{68-71} This technique enables the coupling of the thermodynamic evolution of the $\lambda$ variable and proton dynamics.\textsuperscript{72} Thus, these types of simulations allow sampling of protonated and unprotonated states of specified conjugate acid/base pairs within a single simulation. In Chapter 4, we implement these simulations to test the protonation states of various key bases within a variety of structured RNA and DNA.

The understanding of RNA’s roles and functions in cellular life cycles has increased dramatically since the first elucidation of Francis Crick’s central dogma of biology.\textsuperscript{7} The
discovery of the first ribozymes in the 1980’s enabled the ideas of RNA’s functions in biology to take a particularly unexpected turn. Since then, RNA’s complex structure-function relationships have been extensively studied. Taken together, the results outlined in this thesis contribute significant depth towards a complete understanding of these structure-function relationships in small ribozymes, and as an extension in all highly structured RNA. Such an understanding is crucial, given the increased occurrence of small ribozymes in all kingdoms of life, and the growing presence of RNA as therapeutic agents.
Chapter 2

DISPARATE HDV RIBOZYME CRYSTAL STRUCTURES REPRESENT INTERMEDIATES ON A RUGGED FOLDING FREE ENERGY LANDSCAPE

2.1 Introduction

The hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme (Fig. 2.1) is a small catalytic RNA originally found in the genome and antigenome of the hepatitis delta virus. It has a minimal length of ~85 nucleotides and catalyzes the cleavage of its own phosphodiester backbone in \textit{cis}, resulting in the formation of 5’hydroxyl and 2’,3’-cyclic phosphate products. Self-cleavage of the genomic and antigenomic ribozymes, which share ~75% sequence identity, is an essential step in the double rolling-circle replication of the HDV. The overall fold of the HDV ribozyme consists of a double-nested pseudoknot encompassing helices P1, P1.1, P2, P3, and P4 (Figs. 1a,b), which leads to a tight-knit structure with a deeply electronegative active site cleft. This cleft attracts metal ions and promotes cleavage by shifting the pK\textsubscript{a} of an active site cytosine at position 75 (in

\footnote{Adapted from \textbf{Kamali N. Sripathi}, Wendy W. Tay, Pavel Banás, Michal Otyepka, Jiří Šponer, and Nils G. Walter, ‘Disparate HDV Ribozyme Crystal Structures Represent Intermediates on a Rugged Folding Free Energy Landscape’ (submitted to \textit{J. Mol. Biol.}) K.N.S. performed fluorescent EMSAs, steady-state FRET assays and analysis on 1SJ3_U-1+, U-1, dU-1+, and U-1G+ simulations. W.W.T. performed radioactive cleavage assays, time-resolved FRET measurements, and analysis of U-1+, Product, Xtal_U-1+, dUGG+, Xtal_dUGG+, dUGG and Cis+ simulations. K.N.S., W.W.T. and N.G.W. wrote the manuscript.}
Figure 2.1 The trans-acting HDV ribozyme studied here.

(a) Superpositions of trans-acting (red) \(^{10}\) and cis-acting (blue) \(^{12}\) precursor crystal structures on the cis-acting product structure (silver) \(^{11}\). Active site magnesium ions are shown in orange and cyan for the trans- and cis-acting ribozymes, respectively. The smaller black boxes on both overlays highlight the region where there is a break in the RNA backbone for the trans-acting ribozyme. The green arrows indicate the cleavage site in both insets. The U-1 nucleotide and scissile phosphate were not resolved in the trans-acting precursor structure. (b) The 8 three-stranded precursor and product ribozymes used in our solution experiments. (c) Cleavage assay time courses for S1-U, S8-U and S1-G. Cleavage assays were conducted at 25 °C in 40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 25 mM DTT and 11 mM MgCl₂. Data for S1-G were fit with a single-exponential increase function, while the data for S1-U and S8-U were fit best with a double-
exponential increase function. Standard deviations from at least three independent assays are shown as error bars.
the genomic ribozyme; C76 in the antigenomic form) towards neutrality. Based on these structural constraints, numerous HDV-like ribozymes were recently discovered in the human and other eukaryotic genomes, suggesting that this RNA motif may have widespread functions in RNA processing and gene regulation.

In addition to numerous studies of self-cleavage by the cis-acting genomic and antigenomic HDV ribozymes, significant work has also been performed to investigate trans-acting forms of this ribozyme for enzymology and therapeutic purposes. Generally, trans-acting HDV ribozymes exhibit a 1-2 order-of-magnitude slower catalytic rate constant compared to their cis-acting counterparts, likely due to a less tightly knit structure. Both cis- and trans-acting ribozymes have been shown to exhibit in solution end-to-end lengthening when the catalytic precursor cleaves to form the product, with the cis-acting versions exhibiting more modest changes than the ~15 Å observed for trans-acting ribozymes.

Since 1998, a number of crystal structures of the cis-acting genomic ribozyme have been solved of both precursor and product forms. The emergence of the cis-acting precursor structure at up to 2.2 Å resolution was accompanied by the observation of a structural change upon release of the 5' product and catalytic metal ion, as C75 moves deeper into the active site cleft to form hydrogen bonds with C22's nonbridging oxygen and the 5' OH leaving group of G1, while the adjacent G25 rotates in conformation from anti to syn. These changes result in a collapse of the P1 and P3 helices towards the active site and a more compact catalytic core and concomitant overall lengthening of the product (Fig. 2.1a), consistent with the results from solution probing.
As is typical, the cis-acting precursor was modified to prevent self-cleavage during crystallization in these studies, which was accomplished by either a C75U mutation, crystallization in the absence of Mg\(^{2+}\), or incorporation of a single 2’-deoxy modification at the cleavage site, although the latter structure was low in resolution.\(^{12}\) In 2010, a different team solved a low-pH, 1.9 Å-resolution crystal structure of a trans-acting precursor HDV ribozyme in the presence of Mg\(^{2+}\), inactivated with three 2’-deoxy modifications at the -1, 1 and 2 positions around the cleavage site (Fig. 2.1a, bottom inset).\(^{10}\) Consistent with the fact that molecular replacement with the cis-acting product was used to elucidate its structure, the new trans-acting structure features both active-site and global conformations similar to those of the product (Fig. 2.1a).\(^{10,11}\) For example, G25 is in the syn conformation and the relative positions of the P1 and P3 helices are more similar to those in the cis-acting product than the precursor ribozyme (Fig. 2.1a). Such close resemblance to the product suggests that this ribozyme may capture an activated conformer past the conformational change needed to activate all previous ribozyme versions. This hypothesis would predict a fast cleavage rate constant; however, the newly crystallized HDV ribozyme cleaves similarly slowly to other trans-acting versions.\(^{10}\) Additionally, the substrate strand was sufficiently flexible (and/or nicked) so that no electron density was observed for the scissile phosphate and upstream U-1 nucleotide, further increasing resemblance with the cleavage product. The authors modeled these moieties using the cleavage site of the hammerhead ribozyme.\(^{10}\) Consequently, questions remain concerning the relationship of the various proposed and experimentally observed conformations to each other and to the functional activity of the HDV ribozyme.

To probe the functional dynamics of the newly crystallized trans-acting HDV ribozyme in solution, here we have employed a combination of experimental and
computational approaches. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) gel shift assays revealed a heterogeneous population of molecules in solution at physiological pH, suggesting that the crystal structure may represent only a single conformation selected by crystallization. Steady-state and time-resolved FRET measurements consistently detected an ~8 Å lengthening of the end-to-end distance along the P1-P4 axis upon cleavage in solution, an elongation between those previously found for trans- and cis-acting HDV ribozymes.\textsuperscript{80, 95, 99, 103} We also performed a total of 1.8 µs of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that showed that the hammerhead ribozyme model of the substrate conformation in the active site is compatible with a favorable catalytic in-line fitness (a measure of the poise to undergo catalytic transesterification), as long as C75 is protonated. By contrast, intermolecular crystal contacts and 2’-deoxyribose modifications found in the crystal structure near the active site result in unfavorable in-line fitness, offering an explanation for the lack of experimental electron density in this region. A cis-acting version of the crystallized ribozyme interconverts more frequently between unfavorable and favorable fitness, consistent with a lowered kinetic barrier towards cleavage. We lastly find that a U-1G mutation results in long-lived states of unfavorable fitness, consistent with its low cleavage activity and the conservation of U-1 in clinical isolates of the virus. Taken together, our data are consistent with a parsimonious model wherein the existing precursor crystal structures, determined for distinct constructs at varying pH, represent alternate RNA conformations on a rugged folding free energy landscape.


2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Preparation of RNAs

All sequences used here were based on the recent trans-acting HDV ribozyme crystal structure.\textsuperscript{10} The GAAA loop of the P4 stem was replaced with an extension of the P4 helix to generate a three-stranded version of the ribozyme (Fig. 2.1b), as previously described.\textsuperscript{80} Additionally, U55 in the P4 helix was omitted to prevent potential misfolding. All RNA oligonucleotides were purchased from the Keck Biotechnology Resource Laboratory at the Yale University School of Medicine (http://keck.med.yale.edu/oligo). Some strands were ordered already 2’-deprotected and cartridge-(Glen-Pak) purified, while others were 2’-deprotected in-house according to the manufacturer’s instructions and then purified as described\textsuperscript{105} by denaturing, 8 M urea, 20% polyacrylamide (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) gel electrophoresis. The bands of interest were cut out, diffusion-eluted into either 1 mM EDTA or “Crush ‘n Soak” buffer (0.5 M NH$_4$OAc, 0.1 mM EDTA), ethanol-precipitated and resuspended in autoclaved double-distilled water, as previously described.\textsuperscript{105} Oligonucleotides that were cartridge purified by Keck were analyzed by denaturing, 8 M urea, 20% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis to ensure high purity. RNA concentrations were calculated from absorption at 260 nm.

Strand B was purchased already labeled with a 5’-fluorescein and a 3’-C7-amino modifier in preparation for further in-house labeling with 5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TMR) succinimidyl ester (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, using overnight incubation at room temperature (22 °C). The doubly-labeled RNA was then purified by denaturing, 8 M urea, 20% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. The bands of interest were cut, diffusion-eluted either into 1 mM EDTA or Crush ‘n Soak buffer. The
RNA was then ethanol-precipitated and resuspended using autoclaved, double-distilled water, similar to previous protocols. The concentration of the doubly-labeled Strand B was determined from the absorption spectrum and estimated to contain ~35% of singly-labeled starting material.

### 2.2.2 Radioactive cleavage assays

Radioactive cleavage assays to determine ribozyme activity were performed similar to those previously described. Cleavable substrate strands were 5'-end-labeled using T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB) and [γ-32P] ATP. All cleavage assays were carried out under single-turnover conditions, where free ribozyme concentration was ~125-fold above the substrate concentration, unless otherwise noted. Standard assay conditions were a buffer of 40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 25 mM DTT and 11 mM MgCl₂ at 25 °C, unless otherwise stated. Ribozymes were preannealed by mixing Strand A and twice the concentration of Strand B (labeled with fluorescein and TMR) under standard assay conditions without magnesium, heating to 90 °C for 2 min, and then cooling to 25 °C for 10 min using a water bath. MgCl₂ was added to a final concentration of 11 mM. The free ribozyme was incubated at 50 °C for 10 min, followed by cooling to 25 °C for 10 min. The final ribozyme concentration, based on the concentration of Strand A, was 750 nM. Cleavage assays were initiated by adding a trace amount (< 6 nM) of 5'-32P-labeled substrate. Alternatively, the conditions of a previous study were followed by mixing a 250-fold excess of ribozyme over the 32P-labeled substrate in 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, heating at 90 °C for 2 min, and cooling to room temperature for 10 min. The mixture was then incubated at 37 °C for 2 min. Magnesium chloride was added to initiate the assay to be carried out at 37 °C. In either case, aliquots of 5 µl were taken at appropriate time intervals and quenched with 10 µl of stop solution (75% (v/v) formamide,
150 mM EDTA and 0.1% (w/v) each of bromophenol blue and xylene cyanol dyes). The 5’ cleavage product was separated from the uncleaved substrate by gel electrophoresis using denaturing, 8 M urea, 20% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis at a limiting power of 25 W for 1.5 to 2 h at room temperature. The gel was then exposed to a Phosphorimager screen for 18-22 h and scanned using a Typhoon 9410 Variable Mode Imager. Bands were quantified using ImageJ \(^{106}\) and the calculated fraction cleaved at each time point was normalized to the sum of the substrate and product bands. Error bars were derived from 3-5 independent assays. Time traces of product formation were fitted with either a single-exponential ( \[ y = A(1 - e^{(-k_{obs}t)}) \] ) or double-exponential increase function ( \[ y = A_1(1 - e^{(-k_{obs1}t)}) + A_2(1 - e^{(-k_{obs2}t)}) \] ), utilizing the Marquardt-Levenberg nonlinear least-squares regression method (GraphPad Prism version 4.0b for Mac, GraphPad Software), where A is the pre-exponential factor and \(k_{obs}\) is the observed rate constant for the reaction.

\[ 2.2.3 \text{ Gel electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs)} \]

Similar to previous protocols, \(^{80}\) 50 pmol of substrate or product strand was incubated with 30 pmol of Strand A and 8 pmol of Strand B in standard buffer without magnesium (final concentration of 40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 25 mM DTT), supplemented with 10% (v/v) glycerol. The samples were then incubated using the protocol outlined for cleavage assays, with two minor changes: the initial 90 °C incubation lasted 1 instead of 2 min and the two 10-min incubations were conducted at room temperature on the bench top instead of in a 25 °C water bath. MgCl\(_2\) was added to a final concentration of 11 mM and the solution incubated for at least 10 min at 50 °C. The electrophoresis unit had been allowed to pre-equilibrate at 4 °C for at least 2 h. After incubation, the samples were loaded onto a nondenaturing 10%
polyacrylamide (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) gel containing 11 mM Mg(OAc)$_2$ and 40 mM Tris(OAc), pH 7.5. An electric field of ~10 V/cm was applied to the samples, which were electrophoresed for 12-14 h at 4 °C. The gel was then imaged using a Typhoon 9410 Variable Mode Imager as described. A dual-color image was generated by the scanner software and opened in ImageQuant. Relative band intensities were determined by analysis using ImageJ; relative band percentages were obtained by summing the intensities from the fluorescein and TMR scans and normalizing them to their sum for each lane.

2.2.4 Steady-state FRET measurements

Solutions of 43-49 nM Strand B (final concentration after full assembly) in standard buffer were annealed as specified in the EMSA protocol. 140 µl of such a solution were added to a Starna quartz fluorescence cuvette, its fluorescein label excited at 470 nm (bandwidth 8 nm) and emissions detected at 520 nm (bandwidth 16 nm) and 585 nm (bandwidth 16 nm) for fluorescein and TMR, respectively. After Strand B signal proved stable, 5 µl Strand A was added in 3.25-fold excess over Strand B for S8-U, S8-dU, S1-U, S1-dU, and S1-dUGG and P runs, and in a 3.8-fold excess over Strand B for S1-G and S1-dG runs. The resulting change in FRET was recorded for 30 min. Once this signal was stable, traces were further followed upon the addition of a substrate or product strand in 5.42-fold excess over Strand B for S8-U, S8-dU, S1-U, S1-dU, S1-dUGG and P runs, and in 5.8-fold excess for the S1-G and S1-dG runs. All substrate and product strands were added in 5-µl volumes, for a total final volume of 150 µl. The resultant signal change was measured in all cases for at least 5,000 seconds. In the case of the free Rz runs, 5 µl of standard buffer was added instead of the third strand, so that the final reaction volume was consistent. The ratio of acceptor to donor signal was calculated and normalized to the starting baseline. Each trace was then smoothed using a
running average with a window of 10, and further normalized to control runs. Average curves of three runs for substrates and control, and four runs for the product, are reported here. Results were plotted as the relative FRET ratio decrease using Prism (GraphPad Prism version 4.0b for Mac, GraphPad Software).

2.2.5 **Time-resolved FRET measurements**

Preparations of 53 nM of Strand B (6 singly-labeled with fluorescein and 6 doubly-labeled with fluorescein and TMR) were incubated in standard buffer without magnesium for 1 min at 90 °C, followed by 10 min at 25 °C. MgCl₂ was added to a final concentration of 11 mM and the solution was incubated for 10 min at 50 °C, followed by 10 min at 25ºC. Strand A was then added so that its final concentration would be 3-fold that of Strand B. Strands A and B were incubated at 25 ºC for 30 min. The third strand, i.e., one of the noncleavable substrate strands or the product strand, or buffer in the case of the free ribozyme sample, was then added to a final concentration that was 50-fold that of Strand B. Each of the 6 pairs of samples was incubated at 25 ºC for 2 h and then kept at 4ºC when not being used to measure decay lifetimes.

An ISS Alba confocal fluctuation microscope (based on an Olympus IX-81 frame) was used to collect fluorescein decay lifetimes. 40 µl of sample were loaded onto a coverslip, which was placed on a 60× 1.2 numerical aperture water immersion objective. A blue-enhanced supercontinuum laser (Fianium SC 400-6-PP, operated at 6 W) excited fluorescein at 488 nm with 100 ps pulse width and 20 MHz pulse picking. Decays were collected at 531 nm using a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu H7422P-40) feeding into a time-correlated single-photon counting acquisition card SPCM-830 (Becker & Hickl), with 4096 bins at 12.20 ps/bin. An instrument response function was obtained by measuring the back reflection
off a coverslip without sample. For each sample, decays of donor (fluorescein) only and donor with acceptor (TMR) present were collected. Decays were collected so that the maximum raw peak count was between 40,000 to 60,000 counts. Five consecutive measurement reads were collected for a single sample and there were three inter-day replicates for each sample.

The donor-only traces with fluorescence intensity $I_D$ were fit with a sum of exponentials

$$I_D(t) = \sum_{i} \alpha_{Di} \exp(-t/\tau_{Di})$$

to extract three intrinsic donor lifetimes ($\tau_{Di}$ is the intrinsic donor lifetime and $\alpha_{Di}$ is the fractional contribution of each lifetime). Using these donor lifetimes, the doubly-labeled samples decays with fluorescence intensity $I_{DA}$ were fit with the following model for a distance distribution:

$$I_{DA}(t) = (1 - f_A)I^0_D \sum_{i} \alpha_{Di} \exp(-t/\tau_{Di}) + f_A I^0_D \int_0^\infty P(r) \sum_{i} \alpha_{Di} \exp\left[-\frac{t}{\tau_i} \left[1 + \left(\frac{R_0}{R}\right)^6\right]\right] \, dR$$

where $I^0_D$ is the donor intensity at time 0, $f_A$ is the fraction of molecules labeled with acceptor (allowing to correct for any singly labeled RNA), $R$ is the distance between donor and acceptor, $R_0$ is the Förster distance (55 Å for the fluorescein and TMR pair) and $P(r)$ is the distance distribution. Distance distributions assumed a three-dimensional Gaussian function model based on the equation:

$$P(r) = 4\pi R^2 c \exp\left[-a(R - b)^2\right]$$

where $a$ and $b$ are parameters that describe the shape of the distribution and $c$ is the normalization constant.
2.2.6 Molecular dynamics simulations

All MD trajectories were generated using the AMBER10/11 suite of programs and the ff99 force field with recent modifications to $\chi$ (essential for RNA) and $\alpha/\gamma$ torsions (ff99bsc0$\chi$OL3 version, current AMBER default). Structures were net-neutralized with Na$^+$ ions placed at locations of optimal electrostatics using the LEaP module of AMBER10/11 and solvated using a rectangular periodic TIP3P water box model extended to a distance of $\geq 10$ Å from any ribozyme atom or Na$^+$ ion. The ABC protocol was used to minimize and equilibrate structures prior to production runs. The minimization and equilibration protocol as well as the production runs were performed using the PMEMD module of the AMBER suite of programs. For the production runs, the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method was employed with a grid spacing of 1.0 Å, cubic-spline interpolation and a heuristic pair list update with a Lennard-Jones cutoff of 9.0 Å. Production runs were carried out at 300 K with constant-pressure boundary conditions and the Berendsen temperature coupling algorithm with a time constant of 1.0 ps. The SHAKE procedure was applied to constrain bonds involving hydrogen. Parameters for the protonated cytosine were derived using the Cornell et al. procedure. Partial atomic charges were calculated for a protonated N1-methylcytosine using restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) fitting and the HF/6-31G(d) method. Ab initio calculations were done using the program Gaussian03. These charges were then used for the protonated cytosine; phosphate and sugar charges were kept the same as in unprotonated cytidine phosphate. Residual charge was added to C1’ to ensure a net charge of zero for the entire nucleotide. The U-1+ starting structure was prepared by globally aligning the hammerhead ribozyme 2OEU and trans-acting HDV ribozyme 3NKB structures to copy the active site residues from the former to the latter. The
1SJ3_U-1+ structure was prepared by globally aligning the \textit{cis}-acting 1SJ3\textsuperscript{12} and \textit{trans}-acting 3NKB\textsuperscript{10} structures. The coordinates for U-1, the scissile phosphate, and G1 were then copied from 1SJ3\textsuperscript{12} into 3NKB.\textsuperscript{10} The resulting structures were minimized and equilibrated using a protocol that involved first restraining the newly incorporated nucleotides, and subsequently removing those restraints. After these stages, the structure was equilibrated using the ABC protocol. Following minimization and equilibration, the structure was carefully checked for the presence of unfavorable geometry before carrying out production runs. For the U-1G mutation, the U-1 residue was mutated to G-1 by first deleting the atoms unique to uracil that do not overlay with guanine. The AMBER LEaP module was then used to fill in the missing atoms for guanine. The \textit{cis}-acting model of the \textit{trans}-acting ribozyme was created similarly to that of the 1SJ3_U-1+ structure, by modeling in the J1/2 joiner nucleotides from the \textit{cis}-acting product crystal structure (PDB ID 1SJ3).\textsuperscript{11} First, the product and \textit{trans}-acting structures were globally aligned, then the J1/2 joiner region was cut and pasted into the \textit{trans}-acting structure using PyMol. The newly created \textit{cis}-acting structure was minimized and equilibrated using a protocol that involved first restraining the newly incorporated J1/2 joiner region, and subsequently removing those restraints. Following minimization and equilibration, the structure was carefully checked for the presence of unfavorable geometry before carrying out production runs. The Sander module was used to set distance restraints for appropriate simulations (Table 2.2).

MD trajectories were analyzed using the AMBER ptraj module and the program Simulaid.\textsuperscript{118} The ptraj module was used to calculate heavy-atom distances, angles and radial distribution functions. All snapshots in the figures were generated from 100 ps-averaged structures calculated using ptraj. Simulaid was used to determine hydrogen bonding time
traces using parameters of $\geq 120^\circ$ donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle and $\leq 3.5$ Å donor-acceptor distance. In-line fitness and other time traces were plotted using Matlab (2010b) (The MathWorks Inc.). In-line fitness ($F$) was calculated using the following equation:\textsuperscript{119}

$$F = \frac{(\tau - 45)}{180 - 45} \times \frac{3^3}{d_{O2',P}}$$

where $\tau$ is the angle between the 2’ oxygen nucleophile (O2’), the phosphorus electrophile (P) and the 5’ oxygen of the leaving group (O5’) and $d$ is the distance between the 2’ oxygen nucleophile and the phosphorus electrophile.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 The trans-acting HDV ribozyme preferentially cleaves a short U-1 substrate with biphasic kinetics

The crystallized trans-acting HDV ribozyme consists of two strands: the substrate and ribozyme segments. To incorporate site-specific fluorophore labels for solution probing by FRET, we instead synthesized three RNA strands by opening the non-conserved capping loop on helix P4 and labeling the 5’ and 3’-ends of the downstream segment (Strand B) with fluorescein and tetramethylrhodamine, respectively (Fig 1b), following an established strategy.\textsuperscript{80} We first tested the catalytic activity of the resulting two-strand ribozyme using radioactive single-turnover cleavage assays at 25 °C on three cleavable trans-substrates (Fig. 2.1b): (i) The short, U-1-containing substrate with the sequence used in the crystal structure, termed here S1-U; (ii) the U-1G mutant substrate S1-G to check whether this mutation is as deleterious as previously observed for other HDV ribozymes;\textsuperscript{58} and (iii) the longer, 8-nucleotide substrate S8-U with U-1 and a 5’ sequence selected for its predicted low tendency
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Label</th>
<th>C75 Protonation State</th>
<th>Modifications of Starting Structure</th>
<th>Number of Replicates</th>
<th>Length (ns) of Each Replicate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U-1+</td>
<td>protonated</td>
<td>all ribose, with cleavage site modeled in</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40, 20, 20, 20, 20, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SJ3_U-1+(^1)</td>
<td>protonated</td>
<td>all ribose, with cleavage site modeled in using 1SJ3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50, 50, 50, 50, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-1</td>
<td>unprotonated</td>
<td>all ribose, with U-1 modeled in</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100, 50, 50, 50, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>unprotonated</td>
<td>all ribose, no U-1 modeled in</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20, 20, 20, 20, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtal_U-1+(^2)</td>
<td>protonated</td>
<td>all ribose</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20, 20, 20, 50, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dU-1+</td>
<td>protonated</td>
<td>d(U-1)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100, 50, 50, 50, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dUGG+</td>
<td>protonated</td>
<td>d(U-1)G1G2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20, 20, 20, 20, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtal_dUGG+(^2)</td>
<td>protonated</td>
<td>d(U-1)G1G2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20, 20, 20, 50, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dUGG</td>
<td>unprotonated</td>
<td>d(U-1)G1G2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20, 20, 20, 20, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cis+</td>
<td>protonated</td>
<td>all ribose, no U-1 modeled in</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20, 20, 20, 20, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-1G+</td>
<td>protonated</td>
<td>all ribose, no U-1 modeled in</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50, 50, 50, 20, 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)U-1(N3)-C3(O2P) was restrained during equilibration and for the first 10 ns in replicate 1 and 2, and during equilibration of replicate 5.

\(^2\)Six intermolecular distances were restrained during the entire simulation as indicated in Fig. 5a.

**Table 2.1 List of MD simulations performed here**
to form alternate secondary structures. For S1-U and S8-U, the time traces of fraction cleaved were fit best with double-exponential functions (Fig. 2.1c). The observed biphasic rate constants $k_{\text{obs}1}$ and $k_{\text{obs}2}$ for S1-U were $1.5 \text{ min}^{-1}$ (amplitude: 0.64) and $0.12 \text{ min}^{-1}$ (0.28), respectively. For S8-U, $k_{\text{obs}1}$ and $k_{\text{obs}2}$ were $\sim 2$-fold slower with $0.77 \text{ min}^{-1}$ (0.36) and $0.075 \text{ min}^{-1}$ (0.30), respectively, consistent with a potential of the ribozyme to form weak alternative secondary structures as predicted by the program mfold.\textsuperscript{120} A 5-fold increase in ribozyme concentration resulted in a modest 2-fold increase in the $k_{\text{obs}}$ values for both S1-U and S8-U, suggesting that the reported values approach the inherent cleavage rate constant (Fig. 2.2). In the case of S1-G, cleavage time traces were best fit with a single-exponential function, yielding a $k_{\text{obs}}$ of $0.087 \text{ min}^{-1}$ (Fig. 2.1c). A 5-fold increase in ribozyme concentration did not further increase this low value (Fig. 2.2). The $\sim 17$-fold lower activity of the S1-G compared to the S1-U substrate is consistent with previous observations that G-1 is much disfavored relative to U-1,\textsuperscript{58} rationalizing the evolutionary conservation of U-1 in clinical isolates of the virus.\textsuperscript{121}

For the crystallized parent ribozyme with S1-U substrate, a single $k_{\text{obs}}$ of $\sim 6.5 \text{ min}^{-1}$ was reported at 37 °C, in 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 10 mM MgCl\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{94} slightly higher than our $k_{\text{obs}1}$. We therefore asked what impact the higher temperature and slightly different annealing protocol have by repeating our assay under these conditions. We again observed double-exponential cleavage, yielding a $k_{\text{obs}1}$ of $2.4 \text{ min}^{-1}$ (0.63) and a $k_{\text{obs}2}$ of $0.99 \text{ min}^{-1}$ (0.30) (Fig. 2.2). The only small (2.7-fold) difference between our $k_{\text{obs}1}$ at 37 °C and the previously reported $k_{\text{obs}}$ suggests that our fluorophore-labeled variant is a relevant model system for the crystallized HDV ribozyme.
The observation of double-exponential cleavage time courses and final fractions cleaved of less than unity for the S1-U and S8-U substrates under single-turnover conditions suggests kinetic heterogeneity of the ribozyme population. Conversely, the fact that the S1-G substrate is cleaved in a single-exponential time course does not rule out such heterogeneity, especially in light of the significantly lower-than-unity cleavage extent (Fig. 2.1c). Both multiphasic cleavage and low cleavage extent are reflective of the highly frustrated and uneven folding free energy landscapes of greatly structured RNAs.\textsuperscript{122} Although in some cases such as the \textit{Tetrahymena} ribozyme, RNA’s inherent conformational heterogeneity manifests as multiple, equally active populations (reviewed in \textsuperscript{122}), our cleavage studies on this version of the HDV ribozyme indicate the existence of a comparatively larger proportion of differentially active conformers for this molecule.

\textbf{2.3.2 The crystallized precursor ribozyme exhibits heterogeneous, catalytically active populations}

Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a powerful tool to determine global conformations of RNA in solution.\textsuperscript{123-126} To ask whether the observed heterogeneous cleavage kinetics of the crystallized \textit{trans}-acting HDV ribozyme are reflected in folding heterogeneities, we used electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs). These assays are sensitive to the distinct charges and hydrodynamic radii of RNA conformers and can be monitored by FRET, as previously described.\textsuperscript{80, 99} In addition to our three cleavable substrates S1-U, S1-G and S8-U, which are expected to largely convert to product upon ribozyme cleavage during either sample preparation or gel electrophoresis, as well as the product strand P for reference, we generated four non-cleavable substrate versions that are expected to remain in the precursor state (Fig. 2.1b): one version of each substrate with
Figure 2.2 Additional cleavage assays at a higher ribozyme concentration.

The asterisk (*) denotes cleavage assays following the protocol by [94], described in the Materials and Methods section of the main text. The 5X denotes the use of ribozyme at a concentration 5-fold greater than that used for assays in the main text.
a single 2’-deoxy modification at the cleavage site (i.e., modifying the U-1 or G-1 nucleotide), termed S1-dU, S1-dG and S8-dU, and one substrate identical to the crystallized one with three 2’-deoxy modifications at the -1, 1 and 2 positions, encompassing the cleavage site (S1-dUGG). We then formed substrate-free ribozyme (Strands A and B annealed, or “Free Rz”, Fig. 2.1b) and added each one of the cleavable or non-cleavable substrates, or the product strand, to compare all complexes with Strand B alone on an EMSA gel (Fig. 2.3a).

The cleavable substrate complexes all co-migrate with the single band of the product form of the ribozyme, indicating that they cleave essentially to completeness before or during electrophoresis (Fig. 2.3a). This product band is only slightly-slower migrating than the free ribozyme, suggesting that the addition of the product strand does not significantly increase the hydrodynamic radius of the free ribozyme. By contrast, each of the non-cleavable substrates shows more than one distinct band, where one band migrates similar to the product complex and another is shifted up significantly, with the relative contribution of each band indicated in Fig. 2.3a. The only exception is the crystallized S1-dUGG substrate, whose precursor ribozyme complex runs as a smear spanning the two bands observed for the other non-cleavable substrate complexes (Fig. 2.3a). These observations suggest that each precursor ribozyme complex forms more than one conformation. These conformations either rapidly (compared to the electrophoretic migration time) interconvert or happen to migrate in a continuum of conformations of only slightly different hydrodynamic radius, leading to smearing. Such conformational heterogeneity is consistent with the catalytic heterogeneity observed in our cleavage assays.
Figure 2.3 FRET probing of our 8 trans-acting precursor and product ribozymes.

(a) Fluorescent EMSA of the individual complexes as indicated. Where appropriate, the relative fractions in the main bands of a lane are given. Strand B and free ribozyme (Rz) lanes are shown for reference. (b) Normalized ssFRET time courses upon substrate or product addition, as indicated. A decrease in FRET ratio indicates a lengthening of the fluorophore distance along the longitudinal axis of the ribozyme. Each trace is an average of at least three trials. (c) Representative fluorescein fluorescence decays for free ribozyme (Rz), ribozyme bound to noncleavable substrates, and ribozyme bound to product (P), as indicated. Traces for ribozymes labeled with donor-only (D) and with donor plus acceptor (DA) are plotted. Each trace is one of three replicates, but composed of an average of 5 reads.
The S1-dUGG bound ribozyme appears to exist in solution as a particularly broad set of conformations (Fig. 2.3a), suggesting that crystallization selects for just one of these conformers.\textsuperscript{10} This observation, together with the fact that the bottom band in all precursor complexes almost co-migrates with the product complex, may provide an explanation for why the recent precursor crystal structure resembles the previous product crystal structures more than their precursor counterparts: A more product-like conformation was selected for during crystal growth. Consistent with this hypothesis and the notion that the more product-like conformation is catalytically more activated, the non-cleavable S1-dG substrate leads to a smaller fractional population of the product-like band (Fig. 2.3a), as well as to lower catalytic activity (Fig. 2.1c).

\textbf{2.3.3 All trans-acting ribozymes undergo a global conformational change upon cleavage}

To corroborate our EMSA results, we employed a previously developed steady-state FRET (ssFRET) assay,\textsuperscript{80, 99} in which we first form the substrate-free ribozyme, then add a cleavable or non-cleavable substrate or the product strand while monitoring in real-time the evolution of the relative FRET ratio. This ratio serves as a measure of changes in distance between the two fluorophores that mark the ends of helixes P4 and P2 (Fig. 2.1b), thus allowing us to quantify the time dependence of global conformational change. As observed for a majority of similar cases before,\textsuperscript{99} binding of non-cleavable substrate to the free HDV ribozyme leads to a temporal decrease in FRET ratio, reflecting the substrate binding kinetics (Fig. 2.3b). When adding the product strand P instead, the decrease is more pronounced, suggesting that the P4-P2 end-to-end distance monitored by the FRET pair becomes longer in the product than in any of the precursor structures. The kinetics of the FRET ratio decrease in all cases but the S1-G ribozyme are characterized by a double-exponential decay, providing additional
evidence for heterogeneous folding (Fig. 2.3b). Supporting the notion that formation of product leads to further lengthening of the P4-P2 axis, the combination of binding and subsequent (partial) cleavage upon addition of the cleavable substrates S1-U, S-1G and S8-U leads to FRET ratio decreases close to that associated with binding of product strand P (Fig. 2.3b). The fact that, for the S-1U and S-1G substrates, the overall decrease falls between those of binding the corresponding non-cleavable strands S1-dU/S1-dG and product strand P is further consistent with the observed incomplete conversion of these substrates into product (Fig. 2.1c). Taken together, these observations strongly support the result from our EMSAs that the precursor and product forms of the most recent crystal structure display distinct global conformations. Thus, a global conformational change appears to accompany cleavage, consistent with previous findings on other trans-acting HDV ribozymes.80, 97-99, 101

To quantify this conformational change and the resulting P4-P2 end-to-end lengthening, we performed time-resolved FRET (trFRET) measurements as described on ribozyme free of substrate as well as bound to each one of our non-cleavable substrates or the product strand. As expected, the fluorescein-only singly labeled ribozyme complexes display nearly identical fluorescence decay curves, whereas all fluorescein-tetramethylrhodamine doubly-labeled ribozymes exhibit distinct, faster decays due to varying FRET efficiencies (Fig. 2.3c). Analysis of these decay curves yielded the single Gaussian inter-fluorophore distance distributions summarized in Table 2.1. The free ribozyme exhibits the most compact structure with a mean inter-fluorophore distance of ~51 Å. The precursor ribozymes adopt distances of between 53 Å (S8-dU) and 59 Å (S1-dUGG, Table 2.1), depending on the non-cleavable substrate. The product conformation, with a mean fluorescein-tetramethylrhodamine distance of ~67 Å, is indeed extended, by ~8 Å in the P4-
P2 end-to-end distance, compared to the crystallized S1-dUGG complex (Table 2.1). Such an extension is consistent with our ssFRET results as well as previous studies of other trans-acting HDV ribozymes that showed extensions of between 2 and 15 Å upon conversion of the precursor to the product. 80, 99

Taken together, our EMSA, ssFRET and trFRET data consistently show that the newly crystallized trans-acting HDV ribozyme in solution undergoes a significant conformational change upon cleavage. The ribozyme also displays folding heterogeneity in the precursor form that coalesces upon cleavage. The finding that, in our EMSAs, all of our substrates cleave to completion (Fig. 2.3a) further indicates that all conformational isomers are catalytically active, although to varying degrees as evident from the biphasic kinetics of our cleavage assays (Fig. 2.1c). That the crystal structure shows a relatively well-defined single global conformation further suggests that crystallization may have selected for a more product-like conformer. Consistent with this notion, the P4-P2 end-to-end distance in the crystal is \(~70\) Å 10, close to that of the product conformer in solution as observed here (\(~67\) Å).

2.3.4 In MD simulations, the modeled hammerhead ribozyme cleavage site results in favorable in-line fitness, as long as C75 is protonated

While a single product-like trans-acting HDV ribozyme conformer was crystallized, 10 our FRET studies show that in solution multiple catalytically active global conformations coexist. This discrepancy raises the question of whether the crystal structure itself may hint at such conformational divergence. Indeed, the U-1 and scissile phosphate were not resolved in the otherwise high-resolution electron density and had to be modeled in. 10 The two simplest explanations for this lack of electron density are that a significant fraction of molecules
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean Distance (Å)</th>
<th>FWHM (Å)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DA-Rz</td>
<td>51 ± 2</td>
<td>30 ± 3</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-S1-dU</td>
<td>58 ± 1</td>
<td>48 ± 8</td>
<td>3.2 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-S1-dUGG</td>
<td>59 ± 3</td>
<td>19 ± 25</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-S8-dU</td>
<td>53 ± 3</td>
<td>30 ± 7</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-P</td>
<td>67 ± 4</td>
<td>38 ± 5</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-S1-G</td>
<td>59 ± 2</td>
<td>40 ± 3</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 Distance distribution parameters obtained from time-resolved FRET data
degraded during crystal growth or that the crystal contains a conformational ensemble with some flexibility and/or disparity around the active site, a possibility favored by the authors.\(^{10}\)

To test this notion and provide a window into the rapid (sub-microsecond), small-scale dynamics of the ribozyme, not easily accessible by experimental techniques,\(^{60}\) we performed MD simulations on the crystallized \textit{trans}-acting precursor using our established protocols.\(^{49}\)

We used the latest parmbsc0\(_{\text{OL3}}\)\(^{63,67}\) variant of the Cornell et al. AMBER force field,\(^{114}\) which is essential for stable RNA simulations.\(^{129}\) We analyzed 49 simulations with an aggregate 1.8 \(\mu\)s of simulation time (Table 2.2). With such an extent of simulations available, we focused our analysis on a parameter that monitors the most critical part of the underlying crystal structure, the modeled cleavage site, and is able to relate its conformation to a functional parameter, catalytic activity. To this end, we used the previously described in-line fitness that combines the distance between the attacking 2'\(^{-}\)-O nucleophile and the phosphorous atom with the in-line attack angle formed by the 2'\(^{-}\)-O nucleophile, phosphorous and 5'\(^{-}\)-O leaving group\(^{64,130}\) into a single value reflecting the relative poise to undergo catalysis.\(^{119}\) In essence, a “high” fitness value close to 1 indicates a phosphodiester bond geometry more amenable to cleavage than one described by a “low” fitness value closer to 0.

The cleavage site of the crystallized \textit{trans}-acting HDV ribozyme was proposed to resemble the splayed cleavage site conformation of the crystal structure of the hammerhead ribozyme (PDB ID 2OEU\(^{131}\)).\(^{10}\) Incorporating this model into an all-ribose form of the \textit{trans}-acting crystal structure with an N3-protonated C75H\(^{+}\), we performed six simulations termed U-1+ (Table 2.2). We found that half of our simulations predominantly retained a high (> 0.5) in-line fitness, whereas the other half showed low (< 0.5) values with occasional excursions to higher values (Fig. 2.4a). Alternatively, we modeled the cleavage site using an
Figure 2.4 Testing the hammerhead ribozyme model for the cleavage site.

(a) In-line fitness of our U-1+ and 1SJ3_U-1+ simulations (Table 2). (b) Overlay of 1SJ3_U-1+ and U-1+ scissile phosphates. The 1SJ3_U-1+ structure is shown in color, while the U-1+ structure is shown in transparent cartoon with relevant residues shown as thickened lines. The U-1(N3)C3(O2P) heavy atom distance restrained in some simulations (Table 2) is denoted with a black dashed line, while the
destabilized $C75(N3H3)G1(O5')$ distance is denoted with a light blue dashed line. For reference, the stable $C75(N3H3)G1(O5')$ distance is denoted in the gray U-1+ structure with a black dashed line. In all stick representations of 1SJ3_U-1+ structures, carbons are colored dark red, nitrogens are blue, oxygens are red, hydrogens are white and sodium ions are blue. (c) Comparing $C75H^+(N3H3)...G1(O5')$ hydrogen bonding occupancies of U-1+ and 1SJ3_U-1+ simulations. Traces were computed using the Simulaid program and in-house scripts, with cutoffs of $\geq 120^\circ$ and $\leq 3.5 \text{ Å}$ to indicate presence of a hydrogen bond. (d) Monitoring of alternate A77(N6)...G1(O1/O2P) hydrogen bonding interactions for U-1+ and 1SJ3_U-1+ simulations. (e) The alternative ion cage observed in 1SJ3_U-1+ simulations. Overlays of 1SJ3_U-1+ and U-1 are shown in the left-hand portion of the figure. As in panel (b), the 1SJ3_U-1+ structure is shown in color, while the U-1+ structure is in transparent gray cartoon for reference. Relevant residues are shown in sticks and thickened lines, respectively. Red dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds/ionic interactions that form and are stable in 1SJ3_U-1+ trajectories, while blue dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds in U-1+ simulations that are destabilized due to the new scissile phosphate conformation of the 1SJ3_U-1+ structure. The cyan lines in panel (a) denotes from which replicate and at what times the snapshots were taken. (f) Coordination number of sodium ions at a given distance from each of the functional groups specified. The plotted curves are weighted averages from all available simulations of a given type.
alternative “U-turn” motif topology that we had identified in the previous *cis*-acting precursor crystal structure (PDB ID 1SJ3; Fig. 2.4b). The resulting five 1SJ3_U-1+ simulations (Table 2.2) exhibited poor in-line fitness, with > 99% of the total simulation time resulting in values of < 0.5 (Fig. 2.4a). In addition, when restraining the U-1(N3)…C3(O2P) distance for the first 10 ns in two simulations (numbers 1 and 2) to that of a hydrogen bond characteristic of the U-turn motif, the in-line fitness never increased beyond 0.5 (Fig. 2.4a). In almost all 1SJ3_U-1+ simulations, C75H+ resided far from G1(O5’), disrupting a hydrogen bond that appears critical for retaining an optimal scissile phosphate geometry (Fig. 2.4c). Often, the scissile phosphate’s two nonbridging oxygens accepted a fluctuating, bifurcated hydrogen bond from the two exocyclic amino protons of A77(N6) (Fig. 2.4d). In turn, this interaction created a cation-binding pocket different from that observed in the hammerhead model of the cleavage site, with on average one ion bound to G1(O1P), and a partially (~25%) occupied ion bound to A77(N7) and C75H+(O2) (Figs. 3e,f). Such Na+ ion binding is often predictive of Mg2+ binding while avoiding the complications from insufficient sampling and lack of polarization associated with simulating a tightly binding Mg2+. We conclude that, while the U-turn motif is consistent with the earlier *cis*-acting precursor crystal structure, it does not lend itself to high in-line fitness in the context of the product-like *trans*-acting ribozyme. In addition, combining the simulation data, while still far from full sampling, with our experimental findings suggests that the catalytic core of the HDV ribozyme occupies a rugged folding free energy landscape with multiple low-energy wells.

In our simulations so far we used an N3-protonated C75H+, which we found leads to a C75H+(N3)…G1(5’O) hydrogen bond critical for maintaining a favorable in-line fitness.
Protonation is justified since the crystal structure was obtained at a pH of 5.0\textsuperscript{10} however, since the pK\textsubscript{a} of C75 of the HDV ribozyme was measured as \(\sim 6.4\),\textsuperscript{20, 90} at the more physiological pH of 7.5 used in our solution probing a protonated C75H\textsuperscript{+} will represent only a minor (< 10%) species. To ask what impact an unprotonated C75 has on in-line fitness, we performed five U-1 simulations without protonating C75 in the starting structure (Table 2.2). Indeed, very few excursions to high (> 0.5) in-line fitness occurred (Fig. 2.5a), and without the C75H\textsuperscript{+}(N3)…G1(5’O) hydrogen bond this distance increased to typically 5-10 Å (Fig. 2.5b). Such distances are not typically seen in the U-1+ simulations (Fig. 2.5b). On average, a single Na\textsuperscript{+} ion occupied a position close to the unprotonated C75(N3), as well as C75(O2), essentially adopting the position of the H(C75N3) proton in the U-1+ simulations, occupying a pocket of the ribozyme rendered more negative in electrostatic surface potential due to deprotonation of C75H\textsuperscript{+} (Fig. 2.5c). The fractional residency of this ion was 101 ± 29% for C75(N3) (indicating that occasionally more than one Na\textsuperscript{+} binds in the pocket) and 78 ± 21% for C75(O2) (Fig. 2.5d). These observations are consistent with previous experimental studies that suggested anti-cooperativity between protonation of C75 and relatively weak binding of an active-site magnesium ion.\textsuperscript{134, 135} Taken together, our data strongly suggest that protonation of C75 to form a C75H\textsuperscript{+}(N3)…G1(5’O) hydrogen bond is critical for the trans-acting HDV ribozyme precursor to adopt a favorable in-line fitness value, positioning its scissile phosphate for catalysis.

Further supporting the notion that the C75H\textsuperscript{+}(N3)…G1(5’O) hydrogen bond is a critical anchoring point for a product-like structure, we found that five simulations of a product form of the trans-acting crystal structure (with U-1 removed, G1(5’O) protonated and C75 left unprotonated, termed “Product” in Table 2.2) showed only a subtle difference
Figure 2.5 A C75(N3)...G1(O5') hydrogen bond supports a product-like active site.

(a) In-line fitness of U-1 trajectories. (b) Comparison of C75(N3)...G1(O5') heavy atom distances in U-1+ and U-1 trajectories. (c) Structural overlay of U-1 and U-1+ active sites. The U-1 structure is in color, while the U-1+ structure is in transparent gray. Relevant residues are shown as sticks and thickened lines, respectively. Red dashed lines indicate stable coordination of the orange sodium ion. Light blue dashed lines indicate the C75H+(N3H3+)...G1(O5') hydrogen bond lost in the U-1 structures. Colored atoms in stick representations are colored as indicated in Fig. 2.4. The cyan lines in panel (b) denote from which replicate and at what times the snapshots were taken. (d) Running coordination numbers of U-1+ and U-1 ion-binding residues. The plotted curves indicate the number of sodium ions coordinated by a given residue at a range of distances, and are weighted averages from all available simulations of a given type. (e) Time traces for the reverse G1(OH5')...C75(N3) hydrogen bond in product trajectories.
within the active site relative to our U-1+ simulations. In this case of a less crowded active site without U-1, an even more stable, flipped G1(OH5’)…C75(N3) hydrogen bond forms. This hydrogen bond is present in all five Product simulations, with occupancies ranging from 30%-80% (Fig. 2.5e).

2.3.5 **Intermolecular crystal contacts and 2’-deoxy modifications decrease in-line fitness and stacking of U-1 on U23**

Upon inspection of the crystal structure, we noticed an intermolecular contact between the closing GAAA tetraloop of P4 of one molecule in the unit cell and the active site in another (Fig. 2.6a). While the several hydrogen bonds from this contact may have fortuitously aided in stabilizing crystals, we sought to understand whether they may have an impact on the cleavage site. To this end, we prepared a starting structure of a ribozyme together with the adjacent P4 stem-loop from a second ribozyme in the unit cell, using six distance restraints to keep the latter P4 stem-loop from changing its relative positioning (Fig. 2.6a). The resulting five simulations termed Xtal_U-1+ (Table 2.2) exhibited considerably poorer fitness than our U-1+ simulations (Fig. 2.6b). A closer look revealed that the loop’s formation of hydrogen bonds with U23 and C22 resulted in increased distances of U-1 from U23 and C22 (Fig. 2.6a). These increased distances hinder formation of a U-1(O2’)…U23(O1P) hydrogen bond, which in turn destabilizes a specific U-1 conformation wherein it stacks on U23, a stacking interaction that occurred frequently in our U-1+ simulations (Fig. 2.6a). The crystal packing contact thus may contribute to the lack of U-1 electron density since it confers a less well-defined positioning of U-1.

Another unusual feature of the crystal structure is the presence of three 2’-deoxy modifications in U-1, G1 and G2 flanking the cleavage site (Fig. 2.1a). While a single such
Figure 2.6 Effects of crystallization parameters on active site geometry.

(a) Whole-molecule view of our crystal structure model, with length of long-range restraints and participating residues indicated. Top inset: Short-range restraints and participating residues in our Xtal simulations. Bottom inset: A 100-ps-averaged snapshot from a Xtal\_U-1+ simulation (gold) is overlaid with a 100-ps-averaged snapshot from a U-1+ simulation (navy). The adjacent P4 loop interacts with U23 and C22 resulting in increased distances of these residues from U-1. As a result, interactions important for stabilizing favorable fitness cannot easily form. (b) Comparison of in-line fitness values in Xtal\_dU-1+ and dU-1+ simulations. (c) Comparison of in-line fitness values in dUGG+, Xtal\_dUGG+ and dUGG simulations. (d) Comparison of C75(N3)...G1(OS') heavy atom distances in dUGG+ and dUGG simulations.
modification of the N-1 nucleotide is often used to render a ribozyme substrate non-cleavable by removing the 2’-OH nucleophile that serves as a nucleophile during cleavage, multiple 2’-deoxy modifications are less common. To ask what effect these extended modifications may have on the local structural dynamics of the cleavage site, we first performed five dU-1+ simulations with a single 2’-deoxy modification at U-1 (Table 2.2) and compared them to our all-ribose U-1+ simulations. Because there is no U-1(2’O) in the dU-1+ simulations, an in-line fitness “equivalent” was calculated by using U-1(2’H) in place of U-1(2’O). In two out of our dU-1+ simulations, in-line fitness started off at favorable values, but later sampled unfavorable values as well (Fig. 2.6b). In two other dU-1+ simulations, fitness started with and remained at unfavorable values (Fig. 2.6b). This behavior resembles that of the all-ribose U-1+ simulations (Fig. 2.4a).

We then performed five dUGG+ simulations that carried all three 2’-deoxy modifications of the crystal structure (Table 2.2). In this case, less frequent adoption of favorable in-line fitness was observed and, if adopted, high in-line fitness values were often rapidly lost (Fig. 2.6c). These observations suggest that, as with the intermolecular crystal contacts, 2’-deoxy modifications near the cleavage site may reduce catalytic poise. Specifically the absence of a G1(2’OH)...U-1(5’O) interaction seems to affect this difference, whereas hydrogen bonding by G2(2’OH) does not appear to have distinct effects. Interestingly, the dynamic exchange between high and low fitness values appears to be accelerated for the dUGG+ simulations (Fig. 2.6c), consistent with the large number of closely related (i.e., almost co-migrating) conformations we observed in our EMSAs for S1-dUGG ribozymes (Fig. 2.3a). Such an enhanced flexibility may have further contributed to the lack of experimental electron density for U-1 and the cleavage site in the 2’-deoxy-
modified crystal structure.\textsuperscript{10} When we performed simulations with the crystal contacts and all three 2′-deoxy modifications at the active site (“Xtal\_dUGG+”, Table 2.2), we observed a greater dominance of in-line fitness values < 0.4 in each replicate compared to Xtal\_U-1+ or dUGG+ (Fig. 2.6c). Finally, when performing five dUGG simulations with an unprotonated C75 we observed behavior similar to that of the C75 unprotonated dU simulations with particularly low in-line fitness. We also observed generally unfavorable C75(N3)…G1(5′O) heavy atom distances in both the dUGG+ and dUGG simulations (Fig. 2.6d), indicating that the incorporation of all three 2′-deoxy modifications contributes to further active site destabilization beyond simply unfavorable in-line fitness.

2.3.6 A cis-acting precursor model exhibits greater fluctuations in fitness whereas multimodal stacking of a U-1G mutation with U23 results in decreased fitness

A wealth of experimental evidence has indicated that cis-acting HDV ribozymes generally cleave \( \sim 10-100 \) times faster than their trans-acting counterparts.\textsuperscript{57, 80, 94, 136, 137} It has been hypothesized that the loss in catalytic activity of trans-acting ribozymes is due to a less poised or stable cleavage site architecture as a result of the distal discontinuity of the RNA backbone.\textsuperscript{136, 137} To test this hypothesis in the context of the trans-acting crystal structure, we modeled into it two J1/2 joiner nucleotides (A8 and U9) from the previous cis-acting product crystal structure\textsuperscript{11} to arrive at a corresponding, C75(N3)-protonated (or C75H\textsuperscript{+}) cis-acting precursor model (Cis+, see Table 2 and Fig. 2.8a). While generally similar in probability distribution of in-line fitness values (Fig. 2.7), we found this model to exhibit greater dynamics in fitness than our U-1+ simulations, as all five of our Cis+ simulations converted multiple times between high and low in-line fitness values (Fig. 2.8b). This finding contrasts with our U-1+ simulations that show either mostly high or mostly poor in-line fitness over
Figure 2.7 Probability density histograms of in-line fitness values for U-1+ and Cis+ simulations.

For U-1+, histograms were made for the first 5 replicates (first 20 ns from each) as well as for all 6 trajectories together (including trajectory 6 of 120 ns length). For Cis+, there are 5 replicates of 20 ns each and all of these data were used to generate the histogram.
Figure 2.8 Simulating a cis-acting precursor model and a U-1G mutant.

(a) Global structure of our Cis+ simulations. Modeled-in residues are denoted in purple. (b) In-line fitness of our Cis+ simulations. (c) In-line fitness (top), stacking behavior (middle) and representative stacking snapshots (bottom) of our U-1G+ simulations. Stacking distances were calculated as the distance between the center of mass of U23 heavy ring atoms, and the center of mass of G-1 atoms C4 and C5. Both snapshots overlay a snapshot from the U-1+ simulation to contrast the stacking behavior. The red double-headed arrow in the left snapshot indicates the ability of G-1 to slide. The curved arrow in the right snapshot depicts the “flipping up” movement of G-1 as it unstacks. The U-1G+ snapshots are in color, while the U-1+ snapshot is in transparent gray. Relevant residues are shown in sticks and thickened lines. Atom colors are as described in Fig. 2.4. The cyan lines in the top graph denotes from which replicate and at what times the snapshots were taken.
entire 20 ns simulations (Fig. 2.4a). These more rapid fluctuations of Cis+ in-line fitness compared to that of the U-1+ simulations are consistent with a lower barrier to transitioning between inactive and active local conformations once C75 is protonated and may rationalize the generally higher catalytic activity of cis-acting HDV ribozymes.

Conversely, previous studies have shown that a G-1 upstream of the scissile phosphate results in a decrease in catalytic rate relative to the U-1 found conserved in clinical isolates of HDV. To ask whether the trans-acting ribozyme structure may offer an explanation for this effect as well, we analyzed five simulations with a G-1 in place of the U-1, in the presence of an N3-protonated C75H+ (U-1G+, Table 2.2). We found 98.5% of the total frames of these trajectories to adopt in-line fitness < 0.5 (Fig. 2.8c). This trend was mainly determined by unfavorable in-line attack angles, which in turn appeared to be due variable stacking of G-1 with U23; in addition to a sliding motion of U23 on the larger G-1, significant unstacking of the two bases was observed in 3 out of 5 trajectories (Fig. 2.8c). These observations rationalize the decrease in catalytic activity upon U-1G mutation of trans-acting HDV ribozymes and further support the functional relevance of our MD simulations.

2.4 Discussion

Disparate crystal structures of the cleavage precursor of the HDV ribozyme have raised questions about the validity of the particular modifications needed for each specific construct to crystallize. In the case of the cis-acting precursor, either the catalytic C75 was mutated to U or divalent metal ions were omitted, both of which may have led to trapping of an off-pathway conformation. In the case of a more recent trans-acting precursor structure, three 2’-deoxy modifications surrounding the cleavage site and the establishment of intermolecular
contacts during crystal growth may have led to the poorly defined cleavage site, which lacks
electron density for the U-1 nucleotide and scissile phosphate. In addition, this structure was
grown at pH 5.0, protonating C75 into an ionized species that would be rare at physiological
pH given C75’s pKₐ of ~6.4;²⁰ this protonation, in turn, likely trapped a rare, more
product-like conformation that would be slow to react, as cleavage is disfavored at low pH
due to the scarcity of the required general base.²⁰,²¹

Our data support the unifying model summarized in Fig. 2.9 that resolves these
questions. We find that the crystallized trans-acting ribozyme shows multiple distinct
conformations in solution at physiological pH as evidenced by biphasic cleavage kinetics
(Fig. 2.1c) and a smear upon native gel electrophoresis (EMSA, Fig. 2.3a). The observed
biphasic cleavage kinetics and the less than 100% cleavage indicate diverse populations of
varying activity for each type of ribozyme, and are reflective of the highly frustrated RNA
free energy folding landscape. The fact that the EMSA smear is converted into a single
product band upon cleavage in the gel (Fig. 2.3a) suggests that all of these conformations
eventually cleave and hence are catalytically active even if with varying rate constants. Upon
cleavage in solution at physiological pH, the crystallized trans-acting HDV ribozyme
undergoes a significant conformational change, as observed by ssFRET and trFRET in the
form of a significant lengthening along the longitudinal axis (Figs. 2b,c). This finding is
similar to observations for all previous trans- and cis-acting ribozymes,⁸⁰,⁹⁵,⁹⁹,¹⁰³ suggesting
that it represents an immutable, common feature of the HDV ribozyme in general. Taken
together, these observations suggest that occasional, stochastic protonation of C75 at
Figure 2.9 A parsimonious, unifying model of the HDV ribozyme folding free energy landscape along the catalytic reaction coordinate, indicating the divergence of the trans-acting, cis-acting and U-1G mutant ribozymes.

Below each of the main on-pathway intermediates, structural models as derived from the available crystal structures are depicted. The cis-acting precursor crystal structure resembles most closely an early intermediate dominant at physiological pH (left). This intermediate still needs to undergo a conformational change that positions the C75H+ for general acid catalysis and was trapped at low pH in the trans-acting precursor structure (middle). If a magnesium hydroxide is bound to the active site simultaneously, cleavage into the product leads to loss of the 5'-precursor sequence and magnesium ion (right).
physiologic pH leads to the transient adoption of an ionized state that moves C75H\(^+\) closer to the cleavage site so that its N3 donates a hydrogen bond to the G1(O5') leaving group (while its exocyclic amine donates a hydrogen bond to one of C22’s nonbridging oxygens; it remains unclear whether the adjacent G25 rotates from \textit{anti} to \textit{syn} before, during or after this event). This conformational adjustment sets the stage for the adoption of favorable in-line fitness. If concomitantly a Mg\(^{2+}\) ion bound to the adjacent electronegative cleft carries a deprotonated water molecule in its inner-coordination sphere, cleavage can proceed with C75H\(^+\) and Mg(OH)\(^+\) serving as the general acid and base, respectively (Fig. 2.9). Since the opposing protonation states of C75H\(^+\) and Mg(OH)\(^+\) are rare and transient, cleavage is slow compared to protein-based ribonucleases\(^{138-140}\). According to this model, the conformational change accompanying catalysis\(^{12}\) is induced by the – at physiological pH – rare protonation of C75. The resulting, transient adoption of an active site conformation similar to that modeled into the \textit{trans}-acting ribozyme structure was enriched by crystallization at low pH. Conversely, our solution probing at physiological pH detects a dominant conformation more similar to the \textit{cis}-acting precursor crystal structure, prior to the conformational change, which represents a legitimate alternate conformation and on-pathway catalytic intermediate. (We note that there must also be other, more globally distinct conformations present in solution to explain the broad smear and multiple bands of the various \textit{trans}-acting ribozyme observed during EMSA, as well as the biphasic cleavage kinetics, which points to deeply trapped conformations\(^{122, 132, 141}\)).

Energetically, we have evidence that the \textit{cis}-acting HDV ribozyme has a lower barrier towards catalysis than the \textit{trans}-acting version (Fig. 2.9). First, all \textit{cis}-acting ribozymes are 1-2 orders of magnitude faster in cleavage.\(^{40}\) Second, in our MD simulations a \textit{cis}-acting
precursor model appears to exhibit more rapid fluctuations between conformations of high
and low fitness (Fig. 2.8b), suggesting that the barrier between the pre- and post-
conformational change states and, as a consequence, also the overall energetic barrier of
catalysis is lowered (Fig. 2.9). However, at physiological pH the pre-conformational change
state is still thermodynamically favored, leading to the observed pre-conformational cis-
acting crystal structure. Conversely, a U-1G mutation leads to generally low in-line fitness
and thus a higher catalytic barrier by disfavoring the conformational change needed to adopt
a suitable active site conformation (Fig. 2.9), at least partially due to trapping of G-1 in a
shifted stacking interaction with U23 (Fig. 2.8c). Our data and resulting parsimonious model
thus offer rationalizations for a number of independent experimental observations. In
addition, they further advance a widely held view of RNA folding free energy landscapes as
particularly rugged (compared to, for example, those of proteins).

Our MD simulations provide a glimpse of how subtle some of the conformational
rearrangements may be that control a catalytically critical parameter such as the in-line
fitness, which needs to reach a value of > 0.5 for RNA cleavage to become significant.
Efficient ribozymes are likely to stabilize a favorable in-line fitness, as well as position
general acid and base catalysts. The cis-acting HDV ribozyme is one of the most efficient
self-cleaving ribozymes known, yet is still many orders of magnitude slower than RNase
A. One reason may be the electrostatic competition between C75 protonation and Mg$^{2+}$
binding to the active site. Furthermore, while C75H$^+$ is a rare protonated species needed
for catalysis, the hydrated Mg$^{2+}$ ion with its high pK$_a$ of ~12 needs to adopt a rare
deprotonated state to act as the general base, contrasting events that will have a low
probability of coincidence. Protonation of C75 in turn leads to a C75H+(N3)...G1(O5')
hydrogen bond that aids in adopting a favorable in-line fitness. It appears that it is the required temporal coincidence of these partially competing, dynamic low-probability protonation and conformational change events that slows RNA self-cleavage to at best some 10’s to 100’s min\(^{-1}\).\textsuperscript{58,59} Future studies will likely reveal more such examples for the complex relationship between folding dynamics and function of RNA. Linking results from experimental structural and functional probing with those from computational MD simulations, as accomplished here through the use of in-line fitness as a parameter transcending the gap in accessible timescales, is likely to pave the way for more advances in this direction.
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CHAPTER 3

ROBUSTNESS OF THE ACTIVE SITE ARCHITECTURE OF THE HDV RIBOZYME²

3.1 Introduction

The hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme is a member of the family of small catalytic RNAs. In addition to the HDV ribozyme, this family comprises several well-characterized members such as the hairpin and hammerhead ribozymes.⁷, ⁹, ¹⁰², ¹⁴³ Despite adopting distinct architectures, all small ribozymes catalyze the same reaction: site-specific cleavage of their phosphodiester backbone. This reaction proceeds through S₅₂-type in-line attack, in which a nucleophilic 2' hydroxyl directly upstream of the scissile phosphate attacks the electrophilic phosphorus. Ribozyme backbone cleavage results in 3' and 5' products with 5' hydroxyl and 2'-3' cyclic phosphate groups, respectively.⁷, ⁹, ¹⁴³ The HDV ribozyme is of special importance because it is the only known member of this class with versions found in both a human pathogen and the human genome.⁷, ⁹, ⁷₃, ⁷₅, ¹⁰², ¹⁴₃ Its reaction is believed to proceed through general acid-base catalysis, with cytosine 75 (C75) long identified as a catalytic nucleotide.²⁰, ²¹

²Adapted from Kamali N. Sripath, Pavel Banáš, Kamila Réblová, Jiří Šponer, and Nils G. Walter, ‘Robustness of the Active Site Architecture of the HDV Ribozyme’ (in preparation for PCCP). Ms. Wendy Tay carried out four of the six Wildtype_Na simulations; P. B. and Mr. Pavel Polakovič contributed generated starting structures for the Wildtype_Na and Wildtype_Mg simulations, and carried out one of the Wildtype_Na and two of the Wildtype_Mg simulations. All remaining simulations and analyses were performed by K. N. S.
The HDV ribozyme in its minimal, 85-nt form adopts a complex tertiary structure, consisting of five helical regions numbered P1 – P4 and P1.1.\textsuperscript{35} These helices are arranged in a double-nested pseudoknot, resulting in the formation of two coaxial stacks\textsuperscript{11,35} (Fig. 3.1a,b) and a deep, narrow cleft in which the active site residues interact. The active site is bounded above by a pair of type I and type II A-minor interactions (involving the two green A residues in Fig. 3.1a).\textsuperscript{49,58} Its lower bound is two-fold, consisting first of the 2-base-pair helix P1.1, and below it a unique set of quadruple interactions involving a protonated C41 residue.\textsuperscript{11,12,42} These latter two features have been shown to be critical hallmarks of the native state: Both the presence of the P1.1 helix and correct formation of the C41 quadruple are crucial for ribozyme activity\textsuperscript{11,42,85} and architecture.\textsuperscript{49}

Several crystal structures have been solved to first ascertain the structure of the active site, and later to elucidate the role of the catalytic C75.\textsuperscript{11,12,144} The initial structure, a reaction product, revealed the mini-helix P1.1 and the wealth of functional groups within close proximity in the HDV ribozyme active site. Later, several reaction precursor structures, also from Doudna and coworkers,\textsuperscript{12} showed a \textit{syn} orientation to the G25 base, in contrast to its \textit{anti} position in the product structure. Additionally, the position of C75 was resolved between U-1(O2') and G1(O5'), indicating that it could act as either a general base or acid, respectively. Global comparison of the product and precursor structures showed a collapse of the P1 and P3 helices towards the active site in the product structure.\textsuperscript{11,12} All of these observations indicated significant conformation changes upon cleavage at both the whole-molecule and active site levels. A more recent HDV ribozyme crystal structure is of another precursor, which exhibits more product-like global and local conformation.\textsuperscript{10} G25 is again in the \textit{anti} conformation, and C75 has the potential to hydrogen bond with G1(O5'). This
Figure 3.1 Secondary and tertiary structure depiction of the HDV ribozyme

Noteworthy secondary (a) and tertiary (b) interactions between motifs are colored as indicated. The active site is outlined in a black box in the tertiary structure depiction (left), and the magnesium ion from structure 3NKB is shown in its active site binding pocket in gold. (c) Active site residues of the HDV ribozyme, with cis and trans GU wobbles indicated.
structure was solved at pH 5 to ensure protonation of C75; however, such protonation is disfavored at the physiological pH at which the ribozyme is active, and at which typical in vitro experiments are conducted. Thus, this catalytically crucial conformation represents a minor, yet functionally important, population in standard experimental conditions.

These crystal structures also provided atomic-level resolution on the two GU wobble pairs flanking the HDV ribozyme active site. The most recent crystal structure of a reaction precursor \(^{10}\) shows them as a cis G1U37 wobble adjacent to the scissile phosphate, and a trans G25U20 wobble somewhat more distal in sequence (Fig. 3.1c). In general, GU wobble pairs play a special role in RNA biology due to their function in rendering the genetic code promiscuous, as underscored by their high abundance and frequent conservation in functionally important sites of RNAs.\(^{145}\)

Initial biochemical characterization of the HDV ribozyme indicated that mutation of either of its two GU wobbles resulted in significant decrease in catalytic activity;\(^{146-149}\) however, more recent evaluation of the G1U37 wobble directly adjacent to the scissile phosphate appeared to suggest more tolerance for alternate base pairing at this position.\(^9\)

Recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations indicate that each wobble plays a distinct role in metal binding; the cis G1U37 wobble attracts more diffuse ions, while the trans G25U20 wobble exhibits a better-defined binding site to attract longer-residence ions.\(^{150,151}\)

Subsequent studies on a G25AU20C mutant showed disruption of this metal binding, further highlighting the crucial nature of these wobbles.\(^{144}\) However, no systematic tests have been performed to explore the atomic-level structural contributions of these conformational landmarks to HDV ribozyme active site architecture and stability.
In order to investigate this question, we performed mutational analyses on the more recent precursor structure via MD simulations. We chose this structure as the basis for our studies because, as discussed in Chapter 2, it represents a conformation especially poised for catalysis. We were thus able to assess the effects of our mutations in the most catalytically relevant context. Our results show that the GU wobbles are stable in the presence of either sodium or magnesium at the active site, but that the identity of the active site ion leads to varying in-line fitness of the scissile phosphate. We also find that in-line fitness is further tuned by interactions between the G28 and U-1 hydroxyl groups in simulations containing sodium. Our mutations of the G25U20 (Table 3.1) wobble exhibit disrupted in-line fitness, C75(N3H3+)G1(O5’) general-acid hydrogen bonding, and G1U37 hydrogen bonding. Conversely, alternative hydrogen bonds with nearby moieties of R1Y37 mutants destabilize active site structure due to low in-line fitness and disruption of the general acid hydrogen bond. Further investigation of this site by means of Y1R37 mutants shows comparable, and often increased, base pair and active site stability compared to R1Y37 mutants, indicating the active site’s tolerance of pyrimidine-purine pairs at this position. We also find that active site
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Simulation</th>
<th>Number of Simulations</th>
<th>Duration of Simulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control Simulations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildtype</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40ns, 3x20ns, 83ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg b</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>120ns, 78ns, 2x20ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A25V20 Mutants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A25C20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x20ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A25U20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x20ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R1Y37 Mutants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1+C37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x20ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1°C37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x20ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1U37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x20ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1C37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x20ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Y1R37 Mutants</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1G37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x20ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U1G37</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x20ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 List of Simulations
disorder present in either wild-type or mutant ribozymes is prevented from destabilizing global conformation due to the type I A-minor and P1.1 motifs above and below the active site, respectively. Taken together, our results define specific structural rationales by which each type of active site GU wobble supports a catalytically proficient active site. We further suggest that the complex tertiary structure of the HDV ribozyme provides significant and redundant layers of protection against global structural degradation. These insights pave the path to fully understanding structure-function relationships within the HDV ribozyme, as well as within the newly discovered family of HDV-like ribozymes.73, 75

3.2 Materials and Methods

All structures were prepared and simulated based on the most recent trans-acting precursor structure, 3NKB,10 using the AMBER10/AMBER11 suites of programs.107,152 Wildtype_Na and all mutant structures (Table 3.1) were net-neutralized with sodium atoms placed by the LEaP module at the points of greatest electrostatic favorability. Wildtype_Mg structures (Table 3.1) contain a single magnesium ion near the active site retained from structure 3NKB, and were consequently neutralized with sodium. A25N20 and R1Y37 mutations were made using an equilibrated structure with the C75(N3)G1(O5’) “general-acid” heavy-atom distance of 3.1 Å and an in-line fitness119 (as described in Chapter 2) of 0.66. Y1R37 mutations were made in a ~10ns snapshot from a G1C37 simulation containing C75(N3)G1(O5’) distance of 3.0 Å and an in-line fitness119 value of 0.46. For all mutant structures, harmonic restraints on the C75(N3)G1(O5’) and Watson-Crick heavy atom distances of the mutated base pair were maintained during equilibration, and released during simulation. We maintained restraints additionally for the first 5 ns of all A1ºC37 simulations. The PMEMD-Sander module of the AMBER10 and AMBER 11107,152 suite of programs was
used for equilibration and production runs, using the bsc0 force field with updated χ torsion angles. Structures were either equilibrated using in-house protocols or the previously defined ABC protocol. Hydrogen bonds were analyzed using the Simulaid suite of programs, and in-line fitness components were calculated using the ptraj module in AMBER10/11.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 *The HDV Ribozyme Active Site is Stable Regardless of Active Site Metal Ion*

The HDV ribozyme has shown distinct behaviors in monovalent and divalent metal ion environments. Although cleavage is optimal in the presence of Mg$^{2+}$, it also occurs in high (molar) concentrations of Na$^+$. pH-rate studies indicate a potential change in mechanism from monovalent to divalent metal ion conditions. To test whether these biochemical differences correlate with structural differences at either or both of the GU wobbles, as well as at the scissile phosphate itself, we conducted comparative Wildtype_Na (neutralized with sodium) and Wildtype_Mg simulations (containing one magnesium ion and otherwise neutralized with sodium, Table 3.1). The magnesium ion in our Wildtype_Mg simulations was resolved in the crystal structure, and we maintained its position during our calculations. As hypothesized by the authors, its location may hint at its ability to act as a general and/or Lewis acid during catalysis.

Given their ability to capture fast, microscopic biomolecular dynamics at atomic resolution, we found molecular dynamics (MD) simulations ideal for our purposes. We used the most recent trans-acting (two-stranded) precursor structure as a basis for our studies; our results from Chapter 2 indicate that this structure represents a conformationally “activated” structure, despite the fact that it is solved at pH 5 where the ribozyme is
minimally active. Although such a structure, involving a protonated C75, occurs in a very small percentage of molecules in solution experiments at physiological pH, the captured conformation nonetheless appears to approximate a necessary intermediate in the ribozyme’s reaction pathway. Thus, our Wildtype_Na, Wildtype_Mg, and all mutant simulations are based on this structure so that we are able to distinguish between dynamical differences in the most catalytically relevant context.

In order to correlate the geometry of the scissile phosphate to potential effects on catalysis, we employed the previously described in-line fitness parameter. Briefly, this parameter combines the nucleophile’s in-line attack angle and the distance between nucleophile and electrophile into a single parameter that describes the propensity of that phosphodiester bond to be cleaved (see Chapter 2 for equation). The use of this parameter thus provided us with a straightforward metric that we can compare to retention of both GU wobble pairs and other active site hydrogen bonds throughout this work.

Both Wildtype_Na and Wildtype_Mg simulations showed almost complete retention of the G1U37 and G25U20 wobbles throughout simulation (Fig. 3.2a). Despite exhibiting stable lateral boundaries, however, we found the scissile phosphate able to sample a wide
Figure 3.2 Active site dynamics of the HDV ribozyme in the presence of Mg$^{2+}$ versus Na$^+$. 

(a) Hydrogen bonding patterns of the cis G1U37 and trans G25U20 wobbles, (b) in-line fitness parameters, and (c) C75(N3H3+)G1(O$^5$) general-acid hydrogen bond retention in the HDV ribozyme active site in Wildtype and Mg. (d) Representative conformations of active site residues in the absence (left panel) and presence (right panel) of the long-residence L3 Mg$^{2+}$ ion. Residues are colored as in Figure 3.1, with oxygens in red, nitrogens in blue, hydrogens in white and phosphorus in orange for clarity. Images are made from 101ps- or 102ps-averaged snapshots. The bright green and cyan lines in panel (b) indicate from which replicate and at which time the snapshots were taken from the Wildtype and Mg simulations, respectively. Dark blue-and-red dashed lines and dark blue arcs at the scissile phosphates indicate the parameters needed to calculate in-line fitness. Dashed bright red lines in the left panel indicate coordination of the U-1(O$^2$) to the Mg ion. (e) Comparison of ion retention at the U-
1(O2') between Wildtype and Mg simulations. Running coordination numbers indicate the number of ions at a given distance from the U-1(O2'). Curves are a weighted average of all six Wildtype replicates and all four Mg replicates, respectively.
range of conformations based on metal ion identity (Figure 3.2b). As we observed in Chapter 2, Wildtype_Na simulations did not exhibit ubiquitously excellent in-line fitness, and revealed generally static behavior; typically a simulation started with favorable or unfavorable values and maintained that trend throughout a single simulation. Wildtype_Mg simulations experienced more dynamics in in-line fitness, with a large percentage of values ≥ 0.7. We thus observed that the presence of an active-site magnesium ion enables the scissile phosphate to more often sample conformations optimal for catalysis. Our simulations are able to provide a potential structural role for a magnesium ion that so far has only been strongly implicated to support catalysis. 10, 144, 150, 151

After elucidating the effects that varying L3 ion types have on in-line fitness, we studied these effects on the C75(N3H3+)G1(O5’) general-acid hydrogen bond (Figure 3.2c), an additional important marker of active site stability. In our high in-line fitness Wildtype_Na simulations (replicates 4-6 in Fig. 3.2b), we found a C75(N3H3+)G1(O5’) occupancy of ≥ 80% (Fig. 3.2c). In rare cases, however, trajectories with low in-line fitness (replicates 1-3 in Fig. 3.2b) were also able to retain the general acid hydrogen bond (Fig. 3.2c). Such an exception is replicate 3, which exhibited unfavorable in-line fitness and a largely retained C75(N3H3+)G1(O5’) hydrogen bond. Conversely, in our Wildtype_Mg simulations, the C75(N3H3+)G1(O5’) interaction was always retained. These results provide further structural roles for the catalytically implicated magnesium ion. 10, 144, 150, 151

Previous mechanistic characterizations of HDV ribozyme ion binding sites indicate that structural metal ions are bound strongly with innersphere coordination, while catalytic metal ions are bound weakly through outersphere coordination. 88 In the majority of our simulations, the active site magnesium ion showed short distances to U-1(O2’) (Figure 2e),
indicating innersphere coordination. Retention of this ion’s position in all our simulations further supports the possibility of its role as a general base during catalysis; however, it is retained too closely to the U-1(O2’) to be the outersphere catalytic ion described by Bevilacqua and coworkers.\textsuperscript{88} This strong magnesium retention may, alternatively, be due to force field artifacts inherent in simulations containing divalent ions.\textsuperscript{60} Despite these possible artifacts, our simulations provide atomistic explanations for better support of catalysis with magnesium compared to sodium, namely through support of higher in-line fitness and higher occupancy of the C75(N3H3+)G1(O5’) general acid bond. Our Wildtype_Na simulations are nevertheless better suited to act as control simulations in the current work due to the more realistic force field description of sodium ions, and consequently more ideal behavior, of monovalent ions in simulation.

In summary, our Wildtype_Na and Wildtype_Mg simulations show equal retention of active site GU wobble hydrogen bonds. Our Wildtype_Mg simulations show more stable general acid hydrogen bonding and in-line fitness values compared to magnesium-free Wildtype_Na simulations, providing a structural perspective on metal ion preferences in the HDV ribozyme active site.

3.3.2 \textit{G28-U-1 Interactions Tune In-Line Fitness in Wildtype_Na Simulations}

During investigation of additional, external influences on in-line fitness, we observed alternating interactions between the 2’ hydroxyl groups of U-1 and G28 in Wildtype_Na versus Wildtype_Mg simulations (Fig. 3.3). In most Wildtype_Na replicates of high in-line fitness, the U-1 2’ hydroxyl typically pointed towards the scissile phosphate (Fig. 3.3b), enabling the formation of a hydrogen bond between the G28(HO2’) hydrogen and U-1(O2’) (Figure 3a). The exception to this was replicate 5, in which high in-line fitness was
maintained, but the G28(HO2’)U-1(O2’) interaction was disrupted due to transient ionic interactions with U-1(O2’). Despite this one exception, we generally observed this interaction to have a stabilizing effect on in-line fitness, partially compensating for the lack of structural stability induced by the presence of a magnesium ion in this vicinity.

A different G28-U-1 interaction occurs in Wildtype_Mg simulations. With the active site metal ion closely coordinated to U-1(O2’) and G1(O2P) (Figure 3.2d; Fig. 3.3b), the U-1(HO2’) typically pointed to the outer reach of the L3 loop. In this conformation, the U-1(O2’) hydroxyl became the hydrogen bond donor to the G28(O2’). This bond is often disrupted, however, when sodium ions interact transiently with the U-1(O5’) group and “steer” the U-1(O2’) group away from G28(O2’). Thus, this hydrogen bond is likely more of a consequence of the Wildtype_Mg U-1(O2’) conformation rather than a tuning mechanism of in-line fitness as it is in the Wildtype_Na simulations.

3.3.3 A25N20 Mutants Disrupt Active Site Stability

Having ascertained that the HDV ribozyme’s GU wobbles are stable regardless of ion identity (Fig. 3.2a), we performed a thorough probing of each GU wobble. We began with the trans G25U20 wobble, due to recent characterization of its metal binding
Figure 3.3 Effects of G28 on scissile phosphate conformation.

(a) Occurrence of the two possible hydrogen-bonding interactions between the 2’hydroxyls of G28 and U-1. Note that the G28(2OH’)-U-1(O2’) hydrogen bonding patterns of the Wildtype simulations often match periods of high in-line fitness as observed in Figure 3.2(b). Cyan and bright green lines indicate from which replicate and at which time the snapshots in panel B were taken. (b) Snapshots of G28-U-1 2’ hydroxyl interactions in Mg (left) and Wildtype (right) simulations. Snapshots are from structures averaged over 101ps or 102ps of the indicated trajectory. Red dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds formed in the snapshot. Dark blue-and-red dashed lines and dark blue arcs at the scissile phosphate indicate measured parameters used to calculate in-line fitness.
properties.\textsuperscript{144, 150, 151} Earlier mutation studies also showed that this wobble is crucial for effective catalysis.\textsuperscript{149} Additionally, this wobble has proven to bind a magnesium ion that is implicated as a Lewis-type acid, a Bronsted-type base, or both, during catalysis.\textsuperscript{10, 144} Further work has shown that an A25C20 mutation inhibits the ability of the L3 loop to bind this catalytic magnesium ion.\textsuperscript{144} However, no recent investigation has been conducted on the geometric effects of the \textit{trans} G25U20 wobble on active site catalytic ability. We thus used our A25N20 sets of simulations (Table 3.1) to answer this question.

Our A25C20 mutants, isosteric to the native G25U20 wobble, exhibited a stable mutant base pair, but often showed low in-line fitness and loss of other active site hydrogen bonds (Fig. 3.4). Among our replicates, one trajectory exhibited high in-line fitness (replicate 2), and two trajectories displayed in-line fitness predominantly < 0.5. Only replicate 2 had high C75(N3H3+)G1(O5') hydrogen bond occupancy. In low in-line fitness replicates 1 and 3, active site geometry was disrupted likely due to increased L3 dynamics as a result of lack of a nearby ion at the start of the trajectory. These dynamics enable alternative hydrogen bonds to form between C75 and the scissile phosphate’s nonbridging oxygens, stabilizing the new conformation (Figure 3.4a). Conversely, although an ion was also not present at the start of replicate 2, the general acid C75(N3H3+)G1(O5') hydrogen bond was retained. Despite the differences in in-line fitness and hydrogen bond occupancies among replicates, the G1U37 wobble stayed mostly intact except for a 4 ns-interruption in the U37(N3H3)G1(O6) distance in replicate 1. This general retention may be attributable to the isostericity of the A25C20 Watson-Crick pair with the \textit{trans} G25U20 wobble.
Figure 3.4 Active site dynamics of the A25N20 mutants.

In-line fitness and active site hydrogen bonds of the (a) A25C20 and (b) A25U20 mutants. Text colors are consistent with Figure 3.1: purple indicates the A25N20 wobble; blue indicates canonical, and dark blue indicates noncanonical, hydrogen bonds made by C75; red indicates G1U37 hydrogen bonding interactions. Cyan and bright green lines indicate from which replicate and at which time the snapshots in panel C were taken. (c) Snapshots of representative active site dynamics in the A25C20 (left) and A25U20 (right) mutants. Red dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds stable during the time of snapshot, while light blue dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds that are destabilized during the length of the trajectory. Colors of nucleotides are consistent with Figure 3.1, and oxygens are red, nitrogens are blue, hydrogens are white, and phosphorus is orange for clarity.
Although the A25U20 mutant was able to sample high in-line fitness more often than the A25C20 mutant, significant active site disruption still occurred (Fig. 3.4b). All three replicates for this mutant showed at least some high in-line fitness. However, retention of the C75(N3H3+)G1(O5’) general acid bond was comparable to that observed of the A25C20 mutant (only one out of three replicates), and similar alternative hydrogen bonds between C75 and G1’s nonbridging oxygens were formed in long residence (Figure 3.4b).

Interestingly, we saw greater dynamics in the G1U37 wobble pair compared to the A25C20 mutants (replicates 2 and 3, Fig. 3.4b). Such increased active site disruption may be due to the non-isostericity of A25U20 to the native G25U20, which may result in greater L3 dynamics that are consequently transferred to the G1U37 wobble.

In conclusion, we find that both canonical and isosteric wobble mutations to the G25U20 trans wobble disrupt active site dynamics. In-line fitness is poorer compared to Wildtype_Na simulations, and canonical C75 and G1U37 hydrogen bonds are disrupted. The observed active site instability in both A25N20 mutants provides a structural rationale which, together with previously described ion binding deficiencies of the A25C20 mutant,144 explain the experimentally measured decreases in catalytic rate of these mutants.149

3.3.4 R1Y37 Mutants Disrupt Local Architecture

To determine if mutations at the G1U37 wobble affected G25U20 stability, analogous to the A25U20 disruptions of G1U37 hydrogen bonding described in the last section, we next simulated our R1Y37 mutants (Table 3.1). All of these structures showed a decrease in active site stability compared to Wildtype_Na simulations, in addition to a less stable mutant pair than observed for the A25N20 mutants (Fig. 3.5, 3.6). The lack of stability in mutant base
Figure 3.5 Active site dynamics of the A1C37 wobble.

In-line fitness and active site hydrogen bonds of the (a) A1+C37 and (b) A1°C37 mutants. Colors correspond to Figure 3.1; canonical and noncanonical A1C37 hydrogen bonds are labeled in red and dark red respectively; canonical and noncanonical C75 interactions are in blue and dark blue respectively; and G25U20 interactions are in purple. (c) Conformational differences between protonated (left) and unprotonated (right) A1C37 wobbles. The arrow indicates a change in pH. The black circle in the right panel denotes the position where the hydrogen would be at lower pH. Colors of the nucleotides are retained from Figure 3.1, while important heavy atoms are colored as in previous figures.
Figure 3.6 Active site dynamics of Watson-Crick Y1R37 mutants.

In-line fitness and active site hydrogen bonds of (a) A1U37 and (b) G1C37 mutants. Coloring of labels and plots is in keeping with previous figures. An additional colored line is added in panel (b) to indicate the replicate and time from which the second snapshot of the G1C37 mutant in panel (d) is taken. Snapshots of (c) A1U37 and (d) G1C37 representative structures. As in previous figures, strongly retained hydrogen bonds are shown in red dashed lines, while canonical, dynamic hydrogen bonds are shown in blue. In panel (d), the shifted (left) and canonical (right) Watson-Crick interactions of the G1C37 mutant are both shown, to indicate their interconverting nature.
pair was due to the formation of alternative hydrogen bonding interactions. Most A1Y37 simulations exhibited interactions between the exocyclic amine of A1 with the nonbridging oxygens of nearby G76 (Figures 3.5a, 3.6a,c), while the dynamics in the G1C37 base pair were due to shifting Watson-Crick interactions (Fig. 3.6b,d). No Y1R37 mutants disrupted the G25U20 wobble to the same extent as the A25U20 mutants disrupted the G1U37 wobble (compare Fig. 3.4-3.6).

We simulated protonated and unprotonated versions of the A1C37 wobble to model the effects of this mutant at low and high pH, respectively (Fig. 3.5). Although the A1+C37 base pair represents an isosteric replacement to the G1U37 wobble, this mutant showed decreased stability of active site interactions compared to Wildtype_Na simulations (Fig. 3.5a,c). Similar to the A25C20 simulations, only one of three replicates exhibited significant high fitness (Fig. 3.5a). This replicate only showed partial retention of the C75(N3H3+)A1(O5’) hydrogen bond, however, and indeed even exhibited the noncanonical C75(N3H3+)A1(O2P) hydrogen bond in the same trajectory (Fig. 3.5c).

We also simulated the A1ºC37 wobble, to emulate the structural effects of an unprotonated AC wobble as would be experienced at pH values > 6. The A1ºC37 wobble, interestingly, showed increased high in-line fitness and active site stability compared to the protonated version. Although the single Watson-Crick A1(N6H61)C37(N3) hydrogen bond was not retained after restraints were released (see Materials and Methods), alternative Hoogsteen-Sugar Edge interactions between the A1 exocyclic amine and C37’s 2’ hydroxyl oxygen appeared to aid in stabilization of the rearranged conformation (Fig. 3.5b,c).

Our two Watson-Crick Y1R37 mutants, A1U37 and G1C37, showed greater decrease in various active site landmarks than observed in the A1C37 mutants (Fig. 3.6). For the
A1U37 mutants, the alternative A1(N6)G76(O1/O2P) interactions appeared to neither stabilize nor destabilize the base pair, but were simply a result of base pair dynamics (Fig. 3.6a,c). These trajectories exhibited the lowest percentage of favorable in-line fitness of all mutants, with not even an entire trajectory exhibiting high values. C75(N3H3+)A1(O5′) distances were also present for only a small percentage of one trajectory, with the alternative C75-A1 interactions stabilizing non-Wildtype_Na conformations (Fig. 3.6a,c).

G1C37 mutants show similar behavior to the A1U37 mutants in terms of active site stability (Fig. 3.6b,c). For these mutants, dynamics were due to a shifting of the Watson-Crick interactions: We observed dynamic exchanges between the canonical (C37(N4H41)G1(O6), G1(N1H1)C37(N3)) and noncanonical (G1(N1H1)C37(O2)) hydrogen bonds, often within a single trajectory (Fig. 3.6b,d). This shifting resulted in loss of high in-line fitness and lack of C75(N3H3+)G1(O5′) interactions in replicates 1 and 2 (Fig. 3.6b). Our results thus indicate that no type of purine-pyrimidine canonical Watson-Crick base pair is tolerated at the active site, due to decrease in in-line fitness and the destabilization of canonical active site interactions and of the base pairs themselves. These mutants are, however, able to form alternative hydrogen bonding interactions that may aid in preventing active site disorder from spreading throughout the whole molecule.

A wealth of experimental data exists for a variety of cis- and trans-acting genomic and antigenomic mutants of the G1U37 wobble pair. Early studies on A1ºC37 trans-acting mutants showed decreased cleavage rate, but an almost wild-type extent of cleavage. These trends may be explained by our observations of high in-line fitness, yet disrupted C75(N3H3+)A1(O5′) general acid bonds in this mutant. Cleavage assays for both the cis- and trans-acting A1U37 mutants imply that the structure should experience at
least partially high fitness and active site stability, which our simulations do not exhibit. It is thus likely that in this case, our simulations captured a subset of population significantly low in fitness, and that high sampling will reveal more catalytically fit active site conformations. The low percentage of catalytically fit G1C37 trajectories is more consistent with trends of cis- rather than trans-acting mutants.\textsuperscript{146,147} We believe this to be due to the selection process used to obtain the trans-acting ribozyme; the G1C37 mutation in an already fast-acting ribozyme enhanced the rate further still, and the resulting construct was used by the group in later studies.\textsuperscript{154} Thus we believe that this construct is biased towards a G1C37-dependent cleavage mechanism and its kinetic results are not fully reflective of the mutant’s behavior. A1+C37 rate constants were only measured in later pH-rate studies.\textsuperscript{91} These results reported near-wild-type behavior along the pH range in which the A1C37 pair was protonated and, indeed, reported such behavior for the other R1Y37 mutants in the study. However, similarly to the work conducted by Nishikawa \textit{et al},\textsuperscript{146} all mutations were made in a specialized, fast-folding construct that may thus affect cleavage results.\textsuperscript{91}

In conclusion, all of our R1Y37 mutants display low in-line fitness, decreased occupancy of the general acid C75(N3H3+ )N1(O5\textsuperscript{-}) hydrogen bond and dynamic Watson-Crick mutated base pairing. The greatest occurrence of in-line fitness for these mutants is in A1C37 wobbles, but is still not comparable to that seen in Wildtype_Na structures. These results indicate that only a G1U37 wobble results is able to foster a high fraction of favorable in-line fitness, as well as retained active site interactions in the HDV ribozyme. We also find that alternative hydrogen bonding interactions occur to a large extent in this group of mutants, which may help contain active site disorder. These alternative interactions occur to a greater extent in our Y1R37 mutants than in our A25N20 mutants, indicating that the
G1U37 wobble has a greater effect on local conformational retention, while the G25U20 wobble effectively stabilizes elements more distal to its position.

### 3.3.5 Y1R37 Mutants Show Greater Active Site Stability Compared to R1Y37 Mutants

An interesting feature of GU wobbles is that they are not isosteric to the inverse UG wobbles, due to the different glycosidic angles, and relative positions of the C1’ atoms.\textsuperscript{145, 153, 155, 156}

We thus next investigated U1G37 mutant “reverse” wobbles, to study their effects on in-line fitness and active-site geometry. Interestingly, we found all three of our U1G37 replicates to exhibit ideal active site stability, greater than even our Wildtype\_Na simulations (Fig. 3.7a,c). The mutant base pair was stable and C75(N3H3+)U1(O5’) hydrogen bonds were retained (Fig. 3.7a). This is in direct contrast to experimental results, which predict a severe loss in activity for U1G37 mutants in both cis- and trans-acting, genomic and antigenomic HDV ribozymes.\textsuperscript{146, 147, 157} This discrepancy may be due to differences in construct between experimental studies and our simulations: Studies by Nishikawa et al\textsuperscript{146} demonstrated significant miscleavage of this mutant at the -1 position, indicating high in-line fitness at this position rather than at the +1 position. This trend was not present in our simulated ribozyme (Fig. 3.7a). However, the constructs in the cited mutagenesis studies contain a significantly longer 5’ leader sequence than does our simulated ribozyme.\textsuperscript{146, 147, 157} The presence of this leader sequence likely distorts the 5’ end of the P1 helix in such a way that the scissile phosphate experiences low in-line fitness, while the G2 phosphate experiences high in-line fitness.

Due to the highly poised in-line fitness of our U1G37 mutant models, we next tested the active site conformational stability of C1G37 mutants to see if similar trends occurred.
Figure 3.7 Active site conformations of the Y1R37 mutants.

In-line fitness, Y1R37, C75 interactions and G25U20 hydrogen bonds of (a) U1G37 and (b) C1G37 mutants. Snapshots of relevant conformations of (c) C1G37 and (d) U1G37 mutants. Coloring is similar to previous figures. An extra dark blue line in the C1G37 trajectories defines a snapshot with alternative hydrogen bonding interactions.
Comparable to our U1G37 mutants, all of our C1G37 replicates showed some occurrence of high in-line fitness (≥ 0.5). The observed favorable values were not always dependent on retained C75(N3H3+)C1(O5’) hydrogen bonding, but in contrast to the R1Y37 mutants, the mutated base pair is always stable (Fig. 3.7b). Thus, the decreased activity observed in mutational studies is likely more dependent on disruption of the general acid bond than on unfavorable in-line fitness. In further contrast to the R1Y37 mutants, the alternate C1(N4H42)G76(O2P) interaction is so high in occupancy (Fig. 3.7b) that it may act as a stabilizing, rather than destabilizing, feature for the mutated base pair. The observed fluctuations in in-line fitness, coupled with stable active site geometry, explain the high cleavage percentage, yet low catalytic rate, observed in some studies for both genomic and antigenomic ribozymes.146, 157

We thus find that, contrary to experimental trends, the U1G37 mutants exhibit exceptional in-line fitness and active site stability. Additionally, our C1G37 mutants display higher in-line fitness than any of our R1Y37 mutants, consistent with some previous experimental results.146, 157 Taken together, our results indicate that Y1R37 mutations are tolerated at the G1U37 wobble better than are R1Y37 mutants.

3.3.6 Active Site Disorder is Contained by Structurally Inert Motifs

The HDV ribozyme’s complex tertiary structure is held together by several specialized motifs: type I and type II A-minor interactions with P3 stabilize coaxial stacking of P2 onto P3 and form the top active site boundary (Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.8a).11, 12, 158 Additionally, the 2-base-pair P1.1 minihelix bolsters the bottom of the active site (Fig. 3.8a).11, 12 Because we observed active site disorder in all but our Wildtype_Mg simulations, we investigated how each of these motifs is affected by that disorder (Fig. 3.8). Disruption of either or both of
Figure 3.8 Stability of type I A-minor and P1.1 interactions

(a) Global and close-up views of type I and type II A-minor interactions and the P1.1 helix. (b) Representative time traces of A-minor interactions and P1.1 helix hydrogen bonds for high in-line fitness (U1G37, left) and low in-line fitness (A25C20, right) trajectories.
these motifs and consequent global structural disruption could provide an additional explanation for experimentally observed loss in activity for some of these mutants.\textsuperscript{144, 146, 147, 149, 157}

A-minor interactions are a well-known type of interactions found in many highly structured RNAs.\textsuperscript{158} Upon their initial discovery, their characterization diversified into four categories based on the number of hydrogen bonds they employ. The HDV ribozyme contains two such A-minor interactions: a set of type I A-minor interactions between A78 of the J4/2 joiner and base pair C18G29 of the P3 helix, and a set of weaker, type II A-minor interactions between A77 of the J4/2 joiner and base pair C19G28 of the P3 helix (Fig. 3.8a, top two panels). During our investigation of the active site, we observed that a significant number of replicates in almost every type of simulation showed disruption or complete abolishment of type II A-minor interactions (Fig. 3.8b, middle panel). However, in almost all cases, the type I A-minor interactions remained intact, and reformed if ever disrupted (Fig. 3.8b, top panel). One typical reason for disruption of type I A-minor interactions were dynamic ions allowed within close proximity in a highly perturbed active site. We believe that the overall greater stability of the type I versus type II interactions was due to the comparatively weaker nature of the latter.\textsuperscript{158} Additionally, and consistent with previous observations,\textsuperscript{49} A77 is only able to form interactions with C19 due to the open nature of the active site (Fig. 3.8a, middle). We noticed that this attribute of the HDV ribozyme’s type II A-minor interactions resulted in disruption of these hydrogen bonds whenever the active site was even minimally disturbed. However, because A78 is more fully connected to both partners of the C18:G29 hydrogen bond, the type I interactions are more stable (Figure 3.8a,
top). They thus provide an upper boundary that encases most active site disorder and prevents it from spreading to other portions of the ribozyme.

The P1.1 minihelix was not accounted for in initial pseudoknot predictions, and was first discovered upon resolution of the product HDV ribozyme crystal structure.\textsuperscript{11} Mutational experiments proved that it is essential for optimal catalysis of the HDV ribozyme.\textsuperscript{85} Because the top base pair of the P1.1 helix, C22G38, forms the junction of the coaxial stack with P1, we tested if disruptions at the scissile phosphate and N1N37 base pair result in further destabilization of the P1.1 helix. In all cases, the P1.1 helix was fully stable regardless of G1U37 or G25U20 mutations (Fig. 3.8b, bottom). We thus find that, similar to the type 1 A-minor interactions above the active site, the P1.1 helix forms a lower bound that prevents active site disorder from spreading to the P4 helix below.

3.4 Discussion

GU wobble pairs result in many structural and chemical effects not observed in canonical Watson-Crick base pairs.\textsuperscript{145, 156} Their unique combination of ion- and water-binding functional groups, propagation of up- and downstream backbone distortion, and nonisostericity have made them key recurring players in functional RNAs across all kingdoms of life.\textsuperscript{145, 156} This ubiquity of GU wobbles is likely due to their thermodynamic and geometric near-equivalence to standard Watson-Crick base pairs, in addition to their dissimilarities with these base pairs. Two GU wobble of the HDV ribozyme active site, one cis (standard) and one trans (reverse) wobble, have been shown to be crucial for optimal catalysis. Mutational studies of the trans G25U20 wobble indicate that it is crucial for catalysis and correct folding of the ribozyme.\textsuperscript{144, 149, 159} This wobble has also been implicated in chelated ion binding through molecular dynamics studies.\textsuperscript{150, 151} Additionally, the G1U37
wobble has been hypothesized to bind ions more relevant to structural support, and some mutagenesis studies have indicated that it is crucial for optimal catalysis. Although MD simulations have proven effective in elucidating the crucial nature of the two GU wobbles for ion binding, no in-depth studies have been conducted to study the conformational dependence of active site dynamics on each of the bounding GU wobbles. Here we employ the use of a total of 921 ns of MD simulations to study the rapid (sub-microsecond), small-scale conformational effects of each GU wobble on the HDV ribozyme active site.

Our work in Chapter 2 has shown that the most recent precursor structure represents an activated intermediate in the HDV ribozyme folding landscape that is crucial for catalysis, but rare at physiological pH. We used this structure again in the current work as a basis for our mutations, to probe the roles of each wobble in the context of an active site poised for cleavage. The resulting simulations indicate that, in such an activated ribozyme, each wobble plays a distinct set of structural roles to promote optimal catalysis. Our analyses showed that either Watson-Crick or wobble pairs at the 20-25 position disrupt retention of the general-acid C75(N3H3+)G1(O5') hydrogen bond, as well as retention of the G1U37 wobble (Fig. 3.4). These increases in active site dynamics relative to our Wildtype_Na simulations (Fig. 3.3) likely contribute strongly to the decreased in-line fitness we observe. Thus, in addition to roles in ion binding, our studies show that the trans G25U20 wobble acts to stabilize conformational dynamics in regions somewhat distal to the L3 loop. Our further mutations of the G1U37 wobble reveal that this motif acts more locally to stabilize, specifically, the general acid hydrogen bond and in-line fitness. These effects are in contrast to the farther-reaching influences of the G25U20 wobble; indeed, the trans wobble’s propensity for chelated ion binding may be the mechanism by which it is able to effect comparatively
longer-range conformational changes in this particular biopolymer. Taken together, our results provide specific conformational functions for each type GU wobble in the HDV ribozyme active site. Although our data provide greater depth to the extensive body of knowledge regarding the necessity of GU wobbles and their structural variations in highly structured RNAs, further work must be conducted to study the effects of more subtle changes (such as syn versus anti bases) on the function of these RNAs.
Chapter 4

EVIDENCE THAT pKa VALUES OF NUCLEOBASES IN STRUCTURED RNAS CAN REFLECT THE ENVIRONMENT OF LESS POPULATED CONFORMATIONS

4.1 Introduction

Compared to proteins, RNA and DNA contain a very limited array of functional groups. However, several studies have displayed the possibility of both RNA and DNA to harbor protonated versions of adenine and cytosine bases as necessary elements in structural stability, enabling a larger variety of functionalities in these biomolecules. Such structurally important features are, as a result, highly sensitive to pH, and can potentially serve a variety of roles besides simply structural support. These roles include electrophiles and general acid-base catalysts, and result in shifted pK\text{a} values of the respective bases.

The tertiary structures of many structured RNAs do consequently provide pockets of negative electrostatic potential or highly stable structure with the potential to shift nucleobase pK\text{a}'s. For example, A25 within the active site of the leadzyme exhibits such a shifted pK\text{a} that it is found in a stable base pair with C6 in the structured-loop active site of this ribozyme (Fig. 4.1a). Additionally, the pH-dependent retention of an A79+C67 wobble within a small internal bulge in spliceosomal U6 RNA is coupled to the conformation of an adjacent U80, shown to be crucial for metal binding at this site (Fig. 4.1b). Protonation of cytosine
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Figure 4.1 Highly structured nucleic acids that provide evidence for residues with shifted pKₐ values.

Panels A and B depict structures containing protonated adenines, while panels C and D depict structures with protonated cytosines. Residues with putative protonated are denoted with “(+)”; the carbon atoms of these residues and any others interacting in relevant motifs. Neighboring residues are denoted in dark red. Oxygens are in red, nitrogens are in blue, hydrogens are in white, and phosphorus are in orange.
is also likely favored in a rare quadruple interaction in Beet Western Yellow Virus RNA (Fig. 4.3c)\textsuperscript{171} and, to a lesser extent, in GC Hoogsteen pairs in DNA.\textsuperscript{172,173} (Fig. 4.1d)

A particularly interesting example of nucleobases with shifted pK\textsubscript{a}’s can be found in the hairpin ribozyme (Fig. 4.2). The hairpin ribozyme is found in the negative strand of tobacco ringspot virus satellite RNA and similar viroids,\textsuperscript{37} and is a member of the family of the small catalytic RNAs.\textsuperscript{7,9} Like the other naturally occurring catalytic RNAs, the hairpin ribozyme catalyzes cleavage of its own phosphodiester backbone, resulting in 2’3’ cyclic phosphate and 5’ hydroxyl termini. Found embedded in a 4-way junction (4WJ) in nature, the ribozyme retains comparable activity in 2-way junction and junction-less forms.\textsuperscript{38,39}

Catalysis occurs when the substrate binds and the internal loops dock (loops A and B, Fig. 4.2a), forming a series of complex docking interactions that envelop the cleavage site.\textsuperscript{37} Active site residues in both loops A and B appear to contribute to cleavage of the phosphodiester bond between A-1 and G+1 on the 5’ arm of loop A (Fig. 4.2a, blue arrow). Crystal structures have shown that the active site adopts similar conformations regardless of the type of junction.\textsuperscript{13-16}

Studies on the metal- and pH-dependence of the hairpin ribozyme indicate that cleavage occurs via general acid-base catalysis, implying shifts in the pK\textsubscript{a}’s of active site nucleobases.\textsuperscript{51,52} However, the specific players and their roles are still unclear. A38 of loop B and G8 of loop A appear to be essential for catalysis,\textsuperscript{24,29,31,45,174} with A9 and A10 of loop A potentially playing lesser, supportive roles. Many studies have attempted to isolate microscopic pK\textsubscript{a}’s of A38 ad G8 to determine if they are sufficiently shifted to act as general acids or bases during catalysis.\textsuperscript{24,25,29-31,175} Initial mutagenesis studies by Fedor and coworkers indicated that A-like and G-like moieties are preferred at both of those positions,
Figure 4.2 Secondary and tertiary structure of the hairpin ribozyme.

(a) Secondary structure of the junction-less hairpin ribozyme crystal structure used in our calculations, adapted from\(^{16}\). Separate strands are denoted with separate colors, and a bright blue arrow designates the cleavage site. (b) Tertiary structure and active site (inset) of the hairpin ribozyme. Colors are consistent with (a). Active site residues and relevant hydrogen bonding interactions (black dashed lines) are denoted in the inset. Carbons are colored consistent with (a), nitrogens are blue, oxygens are red, phosphorus is orange and hydrogens are white.
and may either play specific roles in general acid-base catalysis, or act indirectly as electrostatic stabilizers of developing negative charge.\textsuperscript{24, 29} Raman crystallography was later used to measure the pK\textsubscript{a} of A38 as \( \sim 5.46 \); such a value suggests protonation during catalysis and may imply participation in general acid-base chemistry, among other roles.\textsuperscript{25} Several fluorescent studies also implied protonation of A38 and G8 during catalysis.\textsuperscript{30, 175} Later molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) hybrid studies provided atomic-level insight into multiple possible pathways,\textsuperscript{32, 34, 56} such as the potential of A38\textsuperscript{32} or nonbridging oxygens\textsuperscript{34, 56} to act as proton shuttles.

Several methods have been employed to measure pK\textsubscript{a} shifts, particularly in structured RNA. pH-rate profiles in a variety of systems are able to report the macroscopic pK\textsubscript{a}’s of chemical reactions; however there often exists more than one interpretation of this type of profile.\textsuperscript{176} Thus, there is a great need for pK\textsubscript{a} measurement at the microscopic level. NMR spectroscopy has proven a useful tool in probing the pK\textsubscript{a}’s of folded residues.\textsuperscript{169} pH-dependent fluorescent analogues have also been developed to site-specifically probe changes in local electrostatics in a folded RNA.\textsuperscript{30, 175, 177} Raman spectroscopy has also been used to detect shifts in pK\textsubscript{a} of internal RNA residues.\textsuperscript{13, 25, 90} Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to investigate conformational changes in the presence of potential ionizable groups and their conjugate acids or bases.\textsuperscript{32, 49, 178} Such studies have provided insight into the conformationally allowed ionization state in each case, although conventional MD simulations are unable to track proton trajectories between various donors and acceptors. Despite the wealth of techniques available to probe active sites containing ionizable groups, none are able to thoroughly survey the occupancies of titratable groups within the active site, their effects on the pK\textsubscript{a}’s of other ionizable groups, and the resultant effects on local
structural integrity. This chapter presents work towards the calculation of microscopic pK\textsubscript{a}’s within the active site of hairpin ribozyme, using the recently developed constant pH molecular dynamics (CPHMD)\textsuperscript{68, 70, 71} methods. Our tests, using the leadzyme as a model system, indicate that different phases, the quantum mechanical level of theory, and basis sets result in largely similar pK\textsubscript{a} values. Our two compared methods of charge derivation applied to a variety of RNAs and DNAs result in pK\textsubscript{a} values within 0.5 units of each other, but sometimes show significant variation from experimentally measured pK\textsubscript{a}’s. Further tests on the hairpin ribozyme using an enhanced sampling method demonstrate that this deviation likely reflects the presence of a minor population not accounted for in our initial calculations. Taken together, our results indicate that various methods of deriving partial charges result in consistent calculated pK\textsubscript{a} values, and that experimentally measured pK\textsubscript{a}’s may often be the result of little-sampled molecular conformations.

### 4.2 Materials and Methods

#### 4.2.1 Structure preparation and Simulation methods

The AMBER parmbsc0 force field\textsuperscript{63} with \(\chi\) corrections\textsuperscript{67} was used for all simulations, and prepared for the CHARMM framework according to previous protocols.\textsuperscript{179} Structures were prepared similar to earlier work.\textsuperscript{68, 70} Appropriate patches were applied for terminal ends of the various RNA fragments consistent with AMBER nomenclature. The structure used for the hairpin ribozyme consisted of four strands, and the appropriate patches were applied to the 5’ and 3’ termini for each of those strands. The CHARMM suite of programs (version 36a6)\textsuperscript{180} was used for all thermodynamic integration calculations and constant pH MD simulations. The simulation protocol was similar to that used by Goh \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{68, 70} Hydrogen bond lengths were constrained by the SHAKE algorithm.\textsuperscript{113} The Leapfrog Verlet algorithm
was implemented, utilizing a 2 fs time step of integration. 12 Å was the nonbonded cutoff, and an electrostatic force switching function and a van der Waals switching function between 10-12 Å were used. $\lambda$ dynamics were enabled in our simulations via the CHARMM BLOCK facility, using the MS\lambda D framework. The functional form of $\lambda$ was defined as $\lambda^{N_{\text{exp.}}}$, enabling titration of multiple sites on the RNA. All energy terms except bonds, angles, and dihedrals were linearly scaled by $\lambda$. These three exceptions were allowed to retain full strength to preserve structural geometry, regardless of $\lambda$ value. A threshold of $\lambda \geq 0.8$ was used to define a fully protonated state ($\lambda = 1$). The hybrid potential energy function was modified by addition of the variable $\lambda$-dependent bias, $F_{\text{var}}$, and the associate force constant ($k_{\text{bias}}$) was adjusted to increase sampling of the two protonation states at and above the $\lambda$ threshold. A Langevin heat bath was coupled to the system to maintain a temperature of 298 K, with a frictional coefficient of 10 ps $^{-1}$. The structures were minimized for 100 steps of steepest descent, then for 1000 steps of adopted basis Newton-Raphson. The systems were then heated for 1ns, equilibrated of 1ns, and production runs were conducted for 50ns for each structure.

4.2.2 Analysis

Our protocol enabled us to estimate the fraction of unprotonated species ($S_{\text{unprot}}$) based on the populations of protonated ($N_{\text{prot}}$) and unprotonated ($N_{\text{unprot}}$) species. These were taken from three independent simulation runs started from unique seed values. Specific $S_{\text{unprot}}$ fractions were calculated at each pH tested, and then combined using the following equation:

$$S_{\text{unprot}}(pH) = \frac{1}{1 + 10^{-n(pH-pK_a)}}$$
where $n$ represents the Hill coefficient. Unless reported otherwise, pK$_a$ values and their errors were computed from three separate runs of 5 ns each.

### 4.2.3 Charge derivation methods

Two methods were compared to calculate partial atomic charges for N9-methyladenine and N1-methylcytosine in the tests in section 4.3.2 (Tables 4.3, 4.4). Both methods began with geometry optimization using Gaussian 09, and the RESP method of charge derivation. Method 1 utilized the R.E.D. Server, which automates geometry optimization (by direct connection to Gaussian 09) and RESP fitting. The R.E.D. Server also allows the user to conduct charge derivations on multiple conformations and/or orientations of the same molecule. Method 2 involves calculating geometry optimization and ESP charge derivation manually using Gaussian 09, and calculating RESP charges using the Antechamber suite of programs. Method 1 was employed for the tests conducted in sections 4.3.1, and methods 1 and 2 were compared in section 4.3.2 (see below).

### 4.3 Results

MD simulations have been used over the last several decades for their ability to probe atomic-level, sub-microsecond molecular movements. Until recently, however, their ability has been limited to investigating fixed protonation states of systems with very dynamic internal conformational changes. We applied recently developed constant pH MD with multisite $\lambda$ dynamics (CPHMD$^{MS\lambda D}$) using the CHARMM suite of programs to our studies on microscopic pK$_a$’s within structured RNAs. Within the CHARMM framework, we implemented the AMBER parmbsc0 force field with recent $\chi$ corrections.
4.3.1 Different basis sets and levels of theory give largely similar results

Because A38 is a recognized position of titration within the hairpin ribozyme, we began calculations focused on titratable adenine. A wide variety of basis sets, levels of theory, and types of solvent were available to us. We investigated three main quantum mechanical levels of theory, and a variety of basis sets in several solvents (Table 4.1). In order to compare effects in a relatively simple system, we calculated the interaction energy of our protonated model adenine with cytosine in the A25+ and C6 of the leadzyme\textsuperscript{168} (Table 4.1). We found that the interaction energies were fairly consistent across different solvents. As such, we chose the gas phase as the base for our calculations, in keeping with previous AMBER parameterizations.\textsuperscript{114, 116, 182}

Having defined our solvent requirement for parameterization, we calculated pK\textsubscript{a} values in the leadzyme using different basis sets and levels of theory in the gas phase (Table 4.2). Our results gave us a standard deviation of ±1 pK\textsubscript{a} unit, within the error reported for previous studies.\textsuperscript{68, 70} Because our pK\textsubscript{a} calculations were relatively consistent with each other, we decided to implement the Hartree-Fock (HF) level of theory and the 6-31G* basis set as the standard for our calculations. This choice is again consistent with the standard parameterization protocol of AMBER.\textsuperscript{114, 116, 182}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Basis Set</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Ether</th>
<th>Water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hartree-Fock</strong></td>
<td>6-31G*</td>
<td>-39.86299</td>
<td>-41.99117</td>
<td>-43.26515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-31+G*</td>
<td>-40.67655</td>
<td>-42.72306</td>
<td>-43.86291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVDZ</td>
<td>-38.99071</td>
<td>-41.6234</td>
<td>-43.36223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-40.46561</td>
<td>-41.99591</td>
<td>-43.29981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-38.91571</td>
<td>-41.77309</td>
<td>-41.9168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-38.80471</td>
<td>-41.79766</td>
<td>-42.54641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B3LYP</strong></td>
<td>6-31G*</td>
<td>-38.47356</td>
<td>-40.73211</td>
<td>-41.87123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-31+G*</td>
<td>-38.79399</td>
<td>-41.31451</td>
<td>-42.57002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVDZ</td>
<td>-38.16056</td>
<td>-39.74756</td>
<td>-40.81446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-38.21353</td>
<td>-40.45188</td>
<td>-42.13833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-37.79251</td>
<td>-40.2338</td>
<td>-41.23396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-37.70566</td>
<td>-40.47112</td>
<td>-42.07257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MP2</strong></td>
<td>6-31G*</td>
<td>-39.86299</td>
<td>-41.99117</td>
<td>-43.26515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-31+G*</td>
<td>-40.67655</td>
<td>-42.72306</td>
<td>-43.86291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-40.46561</td>
<td>-41.99591</td>
<td>-43.29981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-38.91571</td>
<td>-41.77309</td>
<td>-41.9168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>-38.80471</td>
<td>-41.79766</td>
<td>-42.54641</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Interaction energies for various basis sets, levels of theory and solvents for the A25+C6 base pair in the leadzyme
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>pK&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hartree-Fock</td>
<td>6-31G*</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-31+G*</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVDZ</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3LYP</td>
<td>6-31G*</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-31+G*</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVDZ</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP2</td>
<td>6-31G*</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6-31+G*</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>aug-cc-pVTZ</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 pK<sub>a</sub> values for gas phase calculations testing different basis sets and levels of theory in the leadzyme
Two related methods of charge derivation yield comparable pK\textsubscript{a} values

After determining our criteria for quantum mechanical calculations, we compared pK\textsubscript{a} values of protonated adenines in our model leadzyme and the hairpin ribozyme. Our leadzyme pK\textsubscript{a} value was within 0.5 pK\textsubscript{a} units of experimental measurements, consistent with previous results (Table 4.3).\textsuperscript{70} However, our results in the hairpin ribozyme gave pK\textsubscript{a}’s shifted \sim 3 units from experimental values.\textsuperscript{24, 52, 175} We thus employed another established method of charge derivation within the AMBER community, method 2,\textsuperscript{181, 182, 184, 185} to test if our protocol could be the source of the discrepancy. Method 2 is a more manual approach, compared to method 1, in which the user generates inputs for Gaussian 09 and is able to specify the type of charge derivation conducted by the Antechamber\textsuperscript{186} module of AMBER (see Materials and Methods). This method gave pK\textsubscript{a} results within 0.5 units of method 1 (Table 4.3).

To determine whether our charge methods’ behavior in either the leadzyme or the hairpin ribozyme were more typical, we calculated pK\textsubscript{a} values for adenine in a A+C wobble pair in the U6 RNA\textsuperscript{170} system using both methods of charge derivation (Table 4.3). Results for adenine in this system consistently overestimated pK\textsubscript{a} values, similar to our values for the hairpin ribozyme. However, the U6 RNA experiences a pH-dependent conformational change: the U80 base adjacent to the A79+C67 base pair “flips out” of stacking with A79 at a pH lower than 7.0 (Fig. 4.1b), while stacking with A79 at pH 7.0.\textsuperscript{170} We did not take into account the U80-stacked conformation in our calculations, which may partially explain the shifted pK\textsubscript{a} we observed.

To further assess the reproducibility of our charge methods on other systems, we also evaluated both charging methods on protonated cytosine in different compounds (Table 4.4).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pKₐ</th>
<th>Leadzyme (exp)</th>
<th>Leadzyme (calc)</th>
<th>Hairpin Rz (exp)</th>
<th>Hairpin Rz (calc)</th>
<th>U6 (exp)</th>
<th>U6 (calc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method 1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Experimental and calculated pKₐ values for both methods of partial charge derivation for protonated adenine in a variety of systems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pKₐ</th>
<th>BWYV (exp)</th>
<th>BWYV(calc)</th>
<th>HG(exp)</th>
<th>HG(calc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method 1</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 Experimental and calculated pKₐ values for both methods of partial charge derivation for protonated cytosine in a variety of systems.
Results were less consistent for the cytosine, with pK\textsubscript{a}’s overestimated in a C+AGC quadruple interaction in the beet western yellow virus (BWYV) RNA\textsuperscript{171} and within one pK\textsubscript{a} unit of a protonated C+G base pair in an idealized DNA double helix\textsuperscript{172,173} (Fig. 4.1c,d and Table 4.4). The BWYV RNA exhibited a much more significant shift of calculated pK\textsubscript{a} than did the idealized C+G base pair.

4.3.3 *Minor molecular conformational in simulations may explain experimentally measured pK\textsubscript{a} values*

There are several possible explanations for the trends we observed in the previous section. One reason may be that the various structural environments each ionizable base experiences; recent experimental results have shown that immediate base pairing environments can have a substantial effect on a nucleobase’s pK\textsubscript{a} value.\textsuperscript{167} A second reason may be, based on the evidence for multiple conformations in the U6 RNA,\textsuperscript{170} that our current sampling methods do not take into account alternative conformations that may affect a nucleobase’s electrostatic environment. Since previous CPHMD simulations on the leadzyme had exhibited similar trends within a single simulation,\textsuperscript{79} we tested for the second possibility at pH 7 using the WEXPLORE method (protocol not yet published) developed in the Brooks group. We used an order parameter of A38(N1)…G+1(P) distance (Figure 4.3(a), insets).

The major population from WEXPLORE sampling exhibited a A38(N1)…G+1(P) distance of ~ 5 Å (Fig. 4.3a, left inset), similar that seen in the starting structure. A smaller population was discovered using this method, in which the A38(N1)…G+1(P) distance was ~ 9 Å (Fig. 4.3a, right inset), which would greatly increase the acidity of the A38 N1 nitrogen.

Consequently, in pK\textsubscript{a} calculations of 50ns involving this minor-population structure, we found the pK\textsubscript{a} of A38 to decrease to ~ 7 compared to values of 9.5 in simulations without this
Figure 4.3 The effect of minor conformations on pKₐ calculations

(A) Results of enhanced sampling on conformations of the hairpin ribozyme reveal a crystal-like population (left inset) and a minor population with increased reaction coordinate distance. (B) Comparisons of pKₐ values from simulations utilizing only major conformers (blue) and from simulations utilizing a combination of major and minor conformers (purple).
structure. A pKₐ of 7 is much more consistent with experimental measurements, and may indicate a trend of experimentally determined pKₐ. Our results thus suggest that experimentally measured pKₐ’s reflect minor populations that are not always represented by crystal structures.

4.4 Discussion

The ability of the highly negatively charged environment within an RNA to shift pKₐ’s of buried residues, and the ability of these residues to participate in general acid-base catalysis similar to their amino acid counterparts, has been studied for over a decade. Extensive biophysical and computational characterization of titratable residues in the leadzyme has been conducted, making it an ideal model system. The catalytic mechanism of the hairpin ribozyme has been of particular interest as well, due to early evidence that it does not require metal ions for catalysis, and for the later-revealed conformational similarities of its active site to that of RNase A.

Several biochemical studies have indicated the necessity for protonated A38 and G8 residues in the active site, and multiple attempts have been made to characterize the microscopic pKₐ of these residues to identify their roles in catalysis.

Here we present preliminary work to answer this question using constant pH MD simulations with multisite λ dynamics (CPHMDMSλD). Our tests reveal that solvent types, basis set and level of theory have little effect on interaction energies of protonated adenine with its environment, while different levels of theory and basis sets only result in a standard deviation of at most ±1 pKₐ unit in our gas-phase calculations (Tables 4.1, 4.2). Our calculations of A25 and A38 pKₐ in the leadzyme and hairpin ribozyme precursor, respectively, demonstrate values consistent with experiment for the leadzyme, but shifted
significantly into the basic range for the hairpin ribozyme (Table 4.3). This discrepancy is observed in our data regardless of partial charge derivation method, and in a variety of systems containing protonated adenine or cytosine (Tables 4.3, 4.4).

One explanation for our observed trends may be due to recent studies reflecting the effects of environment on base pK\textsubscript{a} values.\textsuperscript{167} These studies found that more stable base pairing above and below A+C wobble pairs resulted in greater shifts in pK\textsubscript{a} values, presumably because they stabilize the stacked (loop-internal) conformation of the wobble. The leadzyme exhibits one of the lowest measured pK\textsubscript{a}’s in our study, and contains one stable C5G26 base pair below, and potential G28-G7 or G28-A8 mismatches above, its A+C wobble (Fig. 4.3a). Conversely, the U6 RNA has a significantly shifted measured pK\textsubscript{a}, and in the conformation used in our calculations is bounded by two very stable GC base pairs (Fig. 4.3b). If our calculations were able to incorporate the U80-stacked conformation, we predict that our measured pK\textsubscript{a} would likely shift back towards neutrality due to disruption of the A79+C67 base pair by the stacking of A79 with U80. Our pK\textsubscript{a} values for the hairpin ribozyme may similarly be shifted past neutrality due to A38’s strong interactions with the scissile phosphate, and with its stable stacking with G+1 below (Fig. 4.4a, left inset).

Consequently, the BWYV RNA with potentially protonated C8 exhibits the most shifted pK\textsubscript{a} of all, which can also be explained by its environment: C8 itself is involved in a set of quadruple interactions with nearby A25, C26, and G12 (Fig. 4.3c). In addition to this strong driving force for protonation, the C8 quadruple interaction is bounded above and below by two stable GC base pairs, explaining the drastic shift towards basicity we observe in C8’s pK\textsubscript{a}. Likewise, the idealized DNA helix’s C3 may experience reduced shifts in pK\textsubscript{a} due to only partial stabilization of a CG base pair below and an AT base pair above it (Fig 4.3d).
Additional reasons for these inconsistent trends may be that our sampling methods do not capture all conformations with the potential to shift the pKₐ of the nucleobase in question, as may be the case with the U6 RNA (Fig. 4.3b). As such, we used the recently developed WEXPLORE method to look for other conformations at pH 7 that may contribute to the experimentally measured pKa. Our enhanced sampling methods found a minor population in which A38 is removed by ~9 Å from the scissile phosphate (Fig. 4.4a, right inset), resulting in a significantly more acidic pKₐ than our initial calculations showed (Fig. 4.4b). This minor population explains the discrepancy we observe between our calculated pKₐ and the experimental pKₐ for the hairpin ribozyme. These results also provide additional insight into differences between structural and experimental data. The minor population outlined by the WEXPLORE sampling method provides an alternate structure from crystal geometry that may be more favored in solution studies, and thus dominate determination of experimental pKₐ. Thus, experimental pKₐ measurements may often, but not always, be dominated by a structure that represents a conformationally minor population in the context of structural studies. Taken together, our results show that calculated pKₐ values in complex nucleic acids follow experimental trends with sufficient sampling. Additionally, we reveal that experimental pKₐ measurements may be dominated by minor populations sampled in simulations. Our work thus provides a basis for exploring the behavior of A38 and other moieties in the precleaved, transition state and product forms of the hairpin ribozyme.
Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 Summary
The small catalytic RNAs accomplish a single common catalytic goal, site-specific autolytic cleavage, using diverse 3-dimensional folds. Measurements of their activity, as indications of correctly folded molecules, have long been used to further elucidate structure-function relationships in structured RNAs, while their site-specific catalysis and propensity to be functionally refined have made them attractive starting points for the development of therapeutic agents. As understanding for catalytic requisites in small ribozymes increased, a strong connection between global conformational dynamics and catalysis was also observed. Of the five members of this group, this thesis focuses on the structure-function relationships of two that have been shown to employ general acid-base catalysis: the hepatitis delta virus (HDV) and hairpin ribozymes. The work in this thesis provides deeper insight into these ribozymes’ codependent and synergistic structural interactions, and the implications of these interactions on the mechanistic details of these complex molecules.

5.2 Heterogeneity as a real-world reflection of the free energy folding landscapes of ribozymes
The folding free energy landscape of RNA is much more uneven and frustrated compared to that of proteins. This is due to several unique features of RNA. Its backbone is highly flexible compared to a protein’s peptide bonds, consisting as it does of six dihedral angles per
phosphodiester linkage. Additionally, because base pairing is not stringently sequence-dependent (for example, an A can bind all U’s within an RNA regardless of their surrounding sequences) and duplexes are highly stable, misfolding of the RNA is more often experienced compared to that of proteins. These attributes result in a relatively more rugged folding landscape for structured RNAs, which manifests in *in vitro* populations exhibiting significant structural and functional heterogeneity. Experimental and computational techniques can be used independently or in concert to further understand RNA folding landscapes. The results in Chapter 2 outline a unified folding landscape (Fig. 2.9, black line) in which all existing HDV ribozyme crystal structures reflect the inherent heterogeneity of this structured RNA. This putative set of pathways is derived based on our experimental and MD simulation results. Our FRET results reveal heterogeneous populations present in ground-state precleaved ribozymes, all of which are able to undergo cleavage. MD simulations allow us to probe this heterogeneity and rationalize the different behaviors we observe. *Cis*-acting model ribozymes reveal greater active-site dynamics compared to our *trans*-acting simulations, indicating a lower energy barrier between active and inactive conformations on the folding pathway for the former. Our *trans*-acting precursor simulations exhibit a catalytically fit active site when C75 is kept protonated. This catalytically competent conformation represents a further wrinkle in the HDV ribozyme folding landscape centered around cleavage; the conformation containing a protonated C75, a minor population at physiological pH, is nonetheless required for optimal cleavage. A magnesium ion is required to bind close to the protonated C75 almost simultaneously for cleavage to occur. The synchronization of these opposing catalytic details requires time and energy at physiological pH, thus explaining the comparatively slow cleavage of the HDV ribozyme.
The model defined in Chapter 2 is, however, limited to existing structural data. In the future, enhanced sampling methods, such as umbrella sampling, may be used between the known HDV ribozyme intermediates to sample potential transition states, as well as other intermediates, and provide deeper insight into the folding landscape as related to this complex RNA’s catalysis. Additional investigations could build upon the extensive hybrid QM/MM studies on ground-state precursor conformations of the HDV ribozyme.\textsuperscript{19, 64, 192, 193} I also propose that constant pH MD (CPHMD) simulations similar to those conducted in Chapter 4 for the hairpin ribozyme may provide further mechanistic insight into how each intermediate in our free energy landscape fosters functional forms of C75 and the U-1 2’hydroxyl, respectively. These CPHMD simulations may further reveal heterogeneous populations for each of these intermediates, thus augmenting this local portion of the HDV ribozyme folding free energy landscape.

Several earlier studies have investigated heterogeneity of the HDV ribozyme with a variety of 3’ and 5’ overhangs of assorted lengths.\textsuperscript{194-197} These studies outlined the context-dependent inhibition or enhancement of cleavage observed in each of these cases, further highlighting the ruggedness of the HDV ribozyme free folding landscape. Early studies by Perrotta and Been\textsuperscript{196} defined an alternative pairing interaction involving the P2 helix. The effect of this alternate pairing, P2a, on cleavage depended on the concentration of monovalent salt in which the ribozyme was incubated prior to the addition of magnesium in assays. These results led to the conclusion that conditions of high and low sodium could mimic a co-transcriptional event that could act as an on-off switch during ribozyme folding,\textsuperscript{196} reflecting further furrows the free energy landscape. Later studies by the Bevilacqua group investigated extensive addition of sequences up- and downstream of the
ribozyme’s minimal cleavage motif. Their characterizations of upstream cleavage sequences with the ability to inhibit and accelerate cleavage, as well as the effects of downstream sequences to foster alternative secondary structure motifs both within and outside of the ribozyme further outlined various potential folding intermediates and kinetic traps within the HDV RNA in in-vivo-like conditions. These previous studies provided a broad-scale look at the folding free energy landscape of HDV RNA beyond the minimal ribozyme sequence. Our work, in contrast, focuses on a much more specific portion of the free energy folding pathway: in using a more product-like ribozyme, we focus on a structure that has passed many of the kinetic traps discussed above. Our combined approach further enables us to directly probe the folding pathways adopted by a ribozyme primed for cleavage.

Our studies present the first set of results documenting heterogeneity in an activated version of this RNA, and the resulting model contributes another example of the demonstrated heterogeneity and consequently rugged folding free energy landscape of structured RNAs. The Tetrahymena group I intron exhibits conformational heterogeneity that interestingly does not affect its activity. These conformations, classified by their varying docking free energies, are shown to redistribute after de- and renaturation. Because of the few kcal/mol difference in free energy for the various conformers and the fact that they share the same cleavage kinetic, all of these conformations may be globally closely related similar to the smear we see for our S1-dUGG ribozyme (Fig. 2.3b, 2.3). In contrast, studies on the conformational heterogeneity of the hairpin ribozyme indicate higher free energy barriers between subpopulations. Evidence for such increased barriers lie in the demonstrated “molecular memory” of ribozymes over long incubations, and the persistent formation of
faster- and slower-docking species even after denaturation. Our results for the HDV ribozyme thus enhance the current understanding of molecular heterogeneities in structured RNA by providing an example of closely related conformers of a ribozyme poised for catalysis. Despite our focus on a comparatively narrow portion of the HDV ribozyme free energy folding landscape, we still find our related populations to exhibit significant heterogeneity (Fig. 2.1c,2.2). Thus, as previously summarized, such structural variation may not be simply be a troublesome aspect of working with RNAs, but rather a necessary hallmark of a biologically fit population.

5.3 Extended roles and selection pressures on GU wobbles in structured RNAs

Since the earliest crystal structure of the hammerhead ribozyme, a complex network of noncovalent interactions within small catalytic RNAs has been observed. Such networks allow a certain amount of conformational flexibility, which may be one reason for the closely related global conformers we observe in Chapter 2. These networks may also be one way in which ribozyme active sites achieve catalytic efficiency only 1-2 orders of magnitude below that of RNase A. In Chapter 3, we probe the intricate hydrogen bonding network of the HDV ribozyme active site by studying structural ramifications of two crucially placed GU wobble pairs. Our results demonstrate that these wobble pairs each play specific roles to support against local disorder. The cis or standard G1U37 wobble adjacent to the cleavage site (Fig. 3.1) acts locally to stabilize in-line fitness and optimal geometry between catalytic C75 and the scissile phosphate, while the trans or reverse G25U20 wobble is additionally able to stabilize the G1U37 wobble. Furthermore, the more proximal type I A-minor and P1.1 interactions of the HDV ribozyme’s global network act as a resilient barrier against active site disturbance, also preventing global structural degradation.
Although Chapter 3 reveals the ability HDV ribozyme motifs to retain global structure under pressure from active site dynamics, further studies can be conducted to test the stability of these motifs against further internal and external disturbances. For example, it is still unclear how or if the conformation of G25 affects active site fitness. Further MD simulations can be conducted comparing in-line fitness of precursor structures, as well as stability of active-site motifs and changes in electrostatic potential for all ribozyme structures. To test the robustness of the active site core to external disorder, active site geometry can be monitored in the presence of mutations that weaken the type I A-minor interactions. Similar to previous studies, foot printing experiments of these mutants can be conducted in parallel to confirm the extent to which disruption of A-minor interactions interrupts the native protection of active site residues. To supplement previous mutational studies on the P1.1 helix, footprinting experiments and MD simulations could be conducted on similar mutants to monitor active site stability in the event of these types of perturbations. Studies on the P1.1 helix would have additional repercussions for understanding cleavage mechanisms of other members of the HDV-like ribozyme family, since a 2-base-pair P1.1 helix is not always a requirement.

GU wobble pairs are found in a wide variety of contexts, often in structurally crucial positions. Besides the HDV ribozyme, GU wobbles can also be found in rRNA, group I introns and often constitute the well-known third “wobble” position during codon-anticodon pairing in protein translation. The cis GU wobble’s ubiquity in a variety of contexts is likely due to its structural and energetic similarity to canonical Watson-Crick base pairs; however, its distinct structural and chemical differences often play crucial roles in such biological processes as induced fit, and ion and water binding. Moreover, the
wobble’s distinct array of functional groups allows it to participate in a variety of stable three stranded motifs. These motifs and their phylogenetic variation have been assayed using a combination of bioinformatics and MD simulation studies. The authors found that GU wobbles in rRNA from a variety of organisms were more highly conserved when the wobbles were involved in P-interactions (sugar-edge interactions between the given GU wobble and a nearby base pair) and some interactions between the GU wobble and nearby phosphates. Both of the HDV ribozyme’s GU wobbles are relatively invariant among isolates, with a G1C37 Watson-Crick pair as the most common mutation, but they do not appear to mimic this trend, despite a DGNP (Deep Groove Not in Pocket) interaction between the G1U37 wobble and nearby G76 (snapshot panels, Fig. 3.5-3.7). This conservation despite lack of selective tertiary structure may be reflective of the highly structured, somewhat degenerative nature of the HDV ribozyme active site. The G1U37’s presence at the juncture of the P1/P1.1 coaxial stack may be sufficient selective pressure for the high retention of this wobble in isolates. The stable GC base pairs above and below may compensate for a lack of consistent tertiary structure formation. (Fig 3.1a) Likewise, rather than any stabilizing interactions involving base pairs, perhaps the ions bound by the L3 loop act as an evolutionary conservation mechanism for the G25U20 trans wobble. The magnesium in our relevant simulations accordingly shows high occupancy near the scissile phosphate (Fig. 3.2d, right), in a similar position to phosphate or 2’ hydroxyl groups in SGP (Shallow Groove in Pocket) interactions. Thus, our work in Chapter 3 on the activated structure of the HDV ribozyme expands the rationale for phylogenetic retention of GU wobbles within structured RNAs. These redundant selection pressures are likely particularly true for HDV isolates as
well as HDV-like ribozymes,\textsuperscript{73, 75} but may also have implications for all highly structured RNAs.

### 5.4 Effects of stable motifs on local pK\textsubscript{a} values

The comparative stability of RNA versus protein secondary structure depends strongly on the combined effects of numerous hydrogen bonds employed by such common nucleic acid motifs as double helices.\textsuperscript{122} Despite their weakness compared to other noncovalent interactions, intricate networks of hydrogen bonds can synergistically form stable tertiary motifs beyond simple Watson-Crick base pairs, such as A-minor, kissing-loop, pseudoknot and triple helix interactions.\textsuperscript{201} These motifs form the basis for the complex global architectures of highly structured RNA molecules, enabling them to bind ions for catalytic and structural purposes, and to site-specifically interact with other biomolecules. A result of the successful tertiary folding of RNA is the configuration of a varying surface of electrostatic potential along the molecule. Such a surface contains pockets of high negative electrostatic potential with the ability to shift the pK\textsubscript{a}’s of nucleotides, resulting in noncanonical protonation states that add diversity to RNA’s catalytic and structural capabilities.

In Chapter 4, we revealed the ability of adjacent secondary and tertiary structure to affect the pK\textsubscript{a} of nearby titratable nucleobases. We find that, consistent with previous experimental studies, our systems with protonated adenine or cytosine exhibit shifted pK\textsubscript{a}’s when particularly stable secondary and tertiary structures flank the ionizable group. Indeed, the pK\textsubscript{a} values from our simulations seem to positively correlate with increasing extent of structure (Tables 4.3, 4.4). Both structures consisting of a single duplex (protonated adenine in the leadzyme, and protonated C in the idealized DNA helix) show moderate shifts in the
pK_a values of their protonated bases such that our calculations reflect experimental values. Although the proximity of the base pairing partner in either case provides incentive for the proton to remain at the site of ionization, the lack of tertiary constraints likely prevent these two pK_a values from shifting beyond neutrality. The next lowest pK_a we calculate is that of the U6 RNA intramolecular stem-loop (ISL), with a value of 8.1 – 9.9, much shifted from experimental values. This can likely be explained by the pH-sensitive dynamics of adjacent U80, however. At pH values < 6, A79 is typically found in a dynamic base pair with C67, a conformation in which U80 is flipped out of the helical plane, and the base-paired regions form a canonical A-type RNA duplex (Fig.4.1b). At pH > 6, A79 is largely unprotonated, and U80 is able to base pair with C67. Because A79C67 base pairing is disfavored at higher pH, the pK_a of A79 is likely lower than it would be were A79 to participate in the base pair. Our simulations only included the former structure solved at acidic pH in our simulations however; this structure contains stable CG base pairs directly adjacent to the internal loop. Such seemingly simple constraints have been experimentally proven to strongly affect pK_a shifts of ionizable bases, and likely explain the elevated pK_a we observe for A79. Additionally, U80 is shown to be reasonably dynamic when extruded from the resulting helix, and its dynamics adjacent to A79 may act as an additional structural pressure for A79 to maintain the wobble pair. We predict that if we were to incorporate the higher pH structure into our calculations, the pK_a values for A79 would more closely reflect experimental measurements. Our highest measured pK_a is for C8 in a quadruple interaction in the frameshifting pseudoknot of the beet western yellow virus. C8 in this structure is resolved in an elaborate quadruple interaction (Fig 4.1c). The stable hydrogen bonds and the proximity of G12’s O6 moiety likely result in the highly stable proton at
C8(N3). The experimental pK\textsubscript{a} of C8 (Table 4.4) reflects such a stability of the quadruple, although not to the same extent as our calculated pK\textsubscript{a}. This discrepancy may be due to an overstabilization of stacking as a result of the AMBER force fields, but our trends remain consistent with those observed in experiment.

Consequently, the flanking motifs of ionizable A38 in the hairpin ribozyme active site explain the high pK\textsubscript{a} we observe for this residue. Our enhanced sampling methods indicate, however, that an alternative conformation is possible in which A38 is further removed from the scissile phosphate. The presence of this minor population appears to dominate experimental trends, while the higher pK\textsubscript{a} is more readily predicted based on simulations on available precursor structures. Currently, pK\textsubscript{a} calculations are being conducted using various precursor, transition-state-mimic and product structures to see if similar minor populations occur along key steps in the hairpin ribozyme cleavage pathway. Our results in Chapter 4 thus provide further rationalization for pK\textsubscript{a} shifts in a variety of structured RNAs. Thus, these simulations provide the ability to test the effects of structure on functionally important factors such as shifted pK\textsubscript{a} values of key residues.

In the last several decades, ribozymes have been shown to display a structural diversity and catalytic range previously unheard of in nucleic acids\textsuperscript{5, 6, 9, 141}. The power of small catalytic RNAs has been crucial for the development of novel therapeutic agents, enabled largely due to the increase of our in-depth understanding of these molecules’ structure-function relationships\textsuperscript{77}. The results and future experiments outlined in this thesis provide new insights on RNA structure-function relationships by underscoring the multiple layers of structural complexity that form the basis for these interactions. Such complexity is
likely present in all highly structured RNAs, and must be taken into account in order to obtain a thorough understanding of these molecules.
Appendix A

SCRIPTS USED FOR ANALYZING DATA IN CHAPTERS 2 AND 3

For scripts, comments (not read by the programs) are denoted by “#”. For usage and syntax, see the resource denoted at the beginning of every script.

A.1 20ns_trajectory.ptraj

#For usage and syntax, see the AMBER manual
#This is a script to generate stripped trajectories from raw, hydrated production files

#Steps: 1) Call in coordinate (*.crd, *.rst) and raw trajectory(*.traj.gz) files as required
trajin test.crd
trajin ../eq1.rst
trajin ../eq05.rst
trajin ../production0.rst
trajin ../production1.traj.gz
#...Until all *.traj.gz files are loaded

#Step 2: Specify output stripped trajectory (change “xxxx.traj” to desired name)
trajout xxxx.traj nobox

#Step 3: Center the ribozyme and image appropriately
center :1-73 mass origin
image origin center

#Step 4: Strip water
strip :WAT

A.2 In_Line_Fitness.ptraj

#For usage, see AMBER manual.
#This is a script that extracts the in-line attack distance and in-line attack angle for calculation of the in-line fitness. See Chapter 2, Materials and Methods, and 1999, Soukup et al. (RNA) for equation to calculate in-line fitness.

#Step 1: Call in stripped trajectory (xxxx traj)
trajin xxxx.traj

#Step 2: center the ribozyme and image the trajectory
center :1-73 mass origin
image origin center

#Step 3: calculate desired distances and angles
#In-line attack distance: U-1(2O')-A1+phosphate
distance dist10 :1@O2' :2@P out IAD.out time 1.0

#In-line attack angle: U-1(2O'), N1(P), N1(O5')
angle dist11 :1@O2' :2@P :2@O5' out IAA.out time 1.0

#Step 4: Use Excel or similar program and the in-line fitness equation
to generate in-line fitness values

All analysis of hydrogen bonding in Chapters 2 and 3 was conducted using the Simulaid program. This process is a multi-stage process.

A.3 Stage 1: simulaid.ptraj

#Stage 1 of Simulaid hydrogen bonding analysis: generate an exemplar
#pdb file from the trajectory to be analyzed, using AMBER modules.
#Typically any frame should suffice, although it is recommended to use
#a frame closer to the beginning of the trajectory before too many
#structural dynamics occur.
#For usage and syntax, see the AMBER manual

trajin xxxx.traj 2 2
trajout simulaid.pdb pdb
strip :WAT

A.4 Stage 2: Using the Simulaid program

Once simulaid.pdb is generated, analyze the trajectory and the exemplar simulaid.pdb
using the Simulaid program. Downloading information and documentation are found at
http://inka.mssm.edu/~mezei/simulaid/, as well as in. Running the Simulaid program will
generate simulaid.hbn, used in the next sections.
A.5 Stage 3: run_new

#!/bin/bash

#!/usr/bin/csh

#Written by Ms. Wendy Tay.
#This is the script called repeatedly by the run_new script in A.5.

usage: ./getframe SimulaidOutput.hbn Atom1 Res1 Atom2 Res2
#
set file = $1
set atom1 = $2
set res1 = $3
set atom2 = $4
set res2 = $5

#set basename = "snapshot"
awk '{if ($1="Configuration") frame=$3}{if ($2="H1" && $3="2" &&

This script simply outputs a list of only those frames containing the hydrogen bonds in question in the “x” column, with a list of corresponding “0”’s in the “y” column. The next stage is to fill in the gaps, so that the end products is a list of “1”’s and “0”’s denoting the time-dependent hydrogen bond presence or absence. In the relevant figures in Chapters 2 and 3, a present hydrogen bond (“0”) is red, while an absent hydrogen bond is white (“1”).

A.5.1 getframe

This script is called in the run_new script in section A.5 above.
A.6 Stage 4: get_extra_frame

#!/bin/bash

#Written by Ms. Wendy Tay
#This script is to insert the frames not picked up by the getframe_w
#awk script. This script inserts the missing frames and a '1'.
#To be used with all40000.dat or other file containing a complete list
#of frame numbers.

#Change the elements in ‘array’ below based on how many NPlot_* files
#are generated in the run_new script above

array=(A B)

for i in "${array[@]}"
do
    echo "Working on N1Plot_$i"
    awk '{printf "%5d\n", $1}' < N1Plot_$i > temp.1
    awk '{printf "%5d\n", $1}' < all40000.dat > temp.2
    comm -1 -3 temp.1 temp.2 > N1Plot_$i.comm
    cat N1Plot_$i N1Plot_$i.comm > combined
    sort -n combined -o N1Plot_$i.sorted
    rm temp.1 temp.2
    awk '{
        if ($2 == 0)
            print $0
    }' N1Plot_$i > $i
done
if ($2 != 0)\n{\n    printf "%5d %s\n", $1, "\t" 1\
}\
' < N1Plot_$i.sorted > N1Plot_$i.out

#rm N1Plot_$i
rm N1Plot_$i.comm
rm combined
rm N1Plot_$i.sorted
done
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